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Introduction
Welcome to Altar of Freedom, where you are thrust into the
role of an army or corps commander. This introduction will
familiarize you with the overall scope of the rules and what to
expect from the game.
Make no mistake--these rules won't suit everyone's tastes.
There is little micromanagement, combat is abstracted, and
many of the conventional principles of war gaming--removing
casualties, for example--are thrown out the window. Your
main challenge as an army commander will be finding a way
to coordinate your divisions into action!

Another Set of Rules? REALLY?
Many outstanding rule systems are already in
print for the American Civil War: Fire & Fury,
Johnny Reb, On to Richmond, and half a dozen
others. Other popular systems have simple
conversions or supplements to play the period:
Black Powder, Polemos, and Volley & Bayonet
come to mind. I've enjoyed many of these rules
over the years--some I still play, even today.
But for whatever reason, the majority of Civil
War rule sets focus on regimental actions and
lower-levels of command. Those of us who want
to play the role of an army commander and fight
the entire Battle of Shiloh on a 4'x'4 table in
under 3 hours are left with limited game
options. Therein lies of the origin of these rules.
You should know that Altar of Freedom was not
originally written for any public purpose. It was
only designed to satisfy the needs of my local
war gaming club. We wanted the play the
biggest battles of the war, with lots of players
socializing at the same table, but faced strict
time and space limitations.
I hope you enjoy Altar of Freedom as much as
our club. And if you're not looking for a fast set
of grand tactical rules, rest assured that you
have dozens of other great choices.

"It is well that war is so terrible, otherwise
we should grow too fond of it."
--Gen. Robert E. Lee

GAME PHILOSOPHY
My personal interest in the Civil War derives
from two sources--the epic historical battles,
and the iconic generals who fought them.
Altar of Freedom focuses on those two elements.
The rules are designed for real historical
scenarios like Antietam or Chickamauga, not for
points-system tournament matches or fictional
pick-up games between random forces.
Your role as a player is to step into the boots of
a corps or army general. The towering
personalities who defined the war--men like Lee,
Longstreet, and Grant--also define these rules.
Their specific skills (and flaws) influence the
game dramatically. The smallest maneuver
element in Altar of Freedom is the brigade, and
your task will be to maneuver your divisions to
the right place at the right time. The rest, as
Robert E. Lee might say, is in God's hands.
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What You Need to Play

Basing Your Miniature Army

You need miniatures, and lots of them. To fight
the most iconic battles of the American Civil
War, players will need to regularly field vast
armies of at least 40,000 men. In fact, it was the
sheer size and scope of the war that raised so
many problems for the generals on both sides.
Officers who once led regiments suddenly found
themselves managing divisions or corps. Early
European visitors who observed this abrupt
transition often commented on the nature of the
challenge for Americans.

Altar of Freedom is designed for 6mm scale, with
available conversions to 10mm or 15mm. Refer
to Appendix III for suggested scale conversions.

"Not only was there nobody to be found who
knew anything, except from books, of the
management of the numerous threads by which
an army is held together and moved... the
number even of those who had travelled in
Europe and seen for themselves what a grand
collection of troops is, was infinitely small.

While the basing is flexible, it's best to get as
close as possible to the base sizes used to
design and play-test the rules.

The American army had no traditions but
those of the Mexican campaign...which
presented nothing like the gigantic
proportions of the present war."

Most players will already have armies based for
different rule systems. Fear not--these rules are
designed for flexible basing. The only true
requirement is that the opposing armies share
the same basing method.
The number of figures on each base is not
relevant. At this scale, a single base represents
a brigade-sized formation.

Infantry, Cavalry, & HQs
(rectangular bases)
2.5" x 1.25" or 60mm x 30mm
Artillery & Generals
(square bases)
1.25" x 1.25" or 30mm x 30mm

--French Prince de Joinville, 1862

DICE, Tape Measures, Etc.
In addition to miniatures, players need the
typical war gaming accessories, including tape
measures and a couple six-sided dice (D6). This
game does not require massive fistfuls of dice-in fact, players will never be rolling more than
one D6 at a time. All game measurements are
conducted in inches...sorry metric lovers. This is
the AMERICAN Civil War, after all.
While you could fight the Battle of Gettysburg on
your kitchen table, most war gamers will want to
create some suitable terrain for the battlefield-hills, rivers, trees, etc. I am of the personal
opinion that attractive scenery is as important, if
not more so, than well-painted miniatures. Our
website has plenty of terrain tutorials, tips, and
ideas at www.6mmACW.com.
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Basic Principles
Before reading a new set of rules, war gamers are
apt to ask questions like, "What's the ground scale?
How long does a turn signify in real time? How
many pieces of artillery does a stand of guns
represent? What are the different morale grades?"
If you're obsessing over such details, Altar of
Freedom may not be the game for you. This is a
"big picture," grand tactical game, and this chapter
previews some basic game principles and introduces
the different unit types.

Ground Scale

Strength Modifiers

There is no exact ground scale. But the rough
approximation is 1" = 150+ yards.

Altar of Freedom does account for the wide
disparity in brigade strengths. Every historical
scenario defines a Strength Modifier for each
unit. This modifier is a reflection of manpower,
with rare adjustments for notably elite units.

Time Scale
There is no exact time scale. Altar of Freedom
functions with turns, so for the purposes of
scenario design, 1 turn = 1 hour. If a scenario
for the first day of Gettysburg lasts from 11am
to 6pm, that's 7 hours, which means the
scenario will have 7 turns.
But in the game, a variable Turn Clock may
end abruptly or drag on longer than anticipated.
As a general, time may not allow your brilliant
plans to come to fruition.

An average-sized brigade at that particular
battle would be rated with a [+0] modifier.
Larger, more experienced brigades receive a [+1]
to [+3] bonus, while smaller, less effective
brigades could range from a [-1] to [-3] penalty.
This means there are seven possible ratings for
any brigade, and all are pre-defined by a
scenario's Order of Battle. During the game,
players are not required to reveal their strength
modifiers to an opponent until shooting or close
combat, helping to maintain some "fog of war."

Figure Scale
There is absolutely no figure scale. One base
represents one brigade. Civil War brigades
varied widely in manpower. A worn brigade
could have under 750 men, while a fresh
brigade counted nearly 3,000. In either case, the
number of miniatures you put on the base is
irrelevant to game play.

TRACKING CASUALTIES
To eliminate record-keeping, Strength Modifiers
do not change during the fight. In Altar of
Freedom, a unit is either present on the field
and combat effective, or they are broken and
removed from play. You may find it odd to not
track casualties, but army and corps
commanders rarely had access to any casualty
reports until long after the smoke cleared.
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Unit Types

Infantry

There are five basic unit types in the game:

Infantry formed the backbone of every Civil War
army. Because a brigade is mounted on one
base, there are no formation changes. Such
mundane details are left in the hands of your
regimental colonels.

Generals
Generals are the most important elements of
your Civil War army. Each general has a
number of Priority Points that he can bid to
move divisions under his command. These are
something akin to "order points" and will be
fully explained in the next chapter.
In addition to generating Priority Points, every
general has certain
Personality Traits to
reflect his skills, talents, weakness, and vices.
These traits are specific to each historical
scenario. General "Stonewall" Jackson at
Chancellorsville was not the same commander
at Gaines Mill. His personality traits will differ
from battle to battle, reflecting his historical
performance.
Appendix I at the end of the rules lists all the
unique personality traits you may encounter.
Some will confer special abilities or bonuses,
while others may inflict penalties to his
command ability.
A single square base represents a general and
his immediate staff. Civil War generals had very
little in the way of staff officers--rarely more
than a secretary and few couriers--which left
most of the burden on the general himself.

"As with us in the days of Frederick
the Great, the Americans might treat
the brigade as the tactical unit."
--Prussian Capt. Justus Scheibert

Cavalry
Cavalry, also represented by one base to a
brigade, played a much smaller role in Civil War
battles. European observers often noted their
surprise and disappointment to find American
cavalry relegated to skirmishing, scouting, and
guard duty. Players do not need to worry about
their cavalry mounting and dismounting.

"Every impartial man confesses that these
cavalry fights are miserable affairs. Neither
party has any idea of charging with the sabre."
--British Col. Arthur Freemantle

Example General OOB
In the Order of Battle for the Perryville scenario,
Braxton Bragg looks exactly like this. His
Personality Traits and Priority Points are specific
to that particular battle.

Artillery
One base of artillery represents several batteries
of guns. Because the armies continued
reorganizing their artillery in new ways during
the war, each scenario will define the strength
of an artillery stand for that particular
engagement. Batteries do not need to limber or
unlimber.

"It will always be found that an overweening
confidence is placed in artillery fire, and
an undue dread felt of its effects."
--British Field Marshal Wolseley
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Headquarters
Every general in the game is required to field
one headquarters (HQ). You could represent this
with a miniature limber, caisson, or camp of
field tents. Regardless of the exact miniature
you use, a HQ represents the limited stores of
munitions, food, medical service, and baggage
that every Civil War army had on hand for a
major engagement.
Feel free to be creative when designing your HQ
elements. Some of mine can be seen to the right.
For game purposes, a general's HQ serves as a
rallying point for his broken brigades. The
general need not stay at his headquarters
during the battle, but beware that HQ elements
are immobile and vulnerable to capture if you
don't guard them wisely!

Markers and Tokens
Players will need two types of markers or tokens
during the game:
Fortification markers show which brigades are
attempting to build hasty field works.
Fatigue markers are placed next to brigades
when they have been engaged too heavily in
combat and need time to rest and regroup.
Players are welcome to use plastic chips, colored
beads, or whatever gaming supplies they desire.
I prefer to make custom tokens that look
visually appealing on the battlefield. You can see
my fortification and fatigue markers to the right.
Visit Altar of Freedom on the web at
www.6mmACW.com for tips and ideas on
creating your own fortifications, HQ tents, and
unique 6mm terrain pieces.
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Building better battlefields

Tools of the trade

At one point or another, every war-gamer has
fallen into a bout of depression after drooling
over a fancy battlefield spread, seen only in
glossy magazines. "Why don't my tables look like
that? I don't have that kind of time and money."

There are some common, inexpensive solutions
to building a better battlefield. Latex caulk
makes ideal roads, while a strip of clear silicone
forms a convincing river. To create fields and
crops, you can utilize scraps of carpet and
fabric with various textures. Experiment!

Do not despair. There's no need to play Altar of
Freedom on a barren kitchen table. It takes less
time and a lot less money that you might
suppose to create your own battlefields.
A large section of our website is devoted to
budget-friendly terrain construction. Best of all,
once you've assembled a collection of roads,
fields, and woods, you'll be able to re-arrange
them to represent any battlefield you need.

STONES RIVER
Jose Brutinel Sampol (order #8326236)

1862

Entire towns can be built with paper buildings,
which look very realistic at this scale. We've
designed nearly two dozen paper buildings,
available for download online, that do the trick.
What about woods and forests? Visit us online
at www.6mmACW.com for a photo-tutorial on
how to make acres of them with clump foliage
and a box of toothpicks.
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Mustering Armies
Every game in Altar of Freedom begins with a scenariospecific Order of Battle. This OOB outlines the generals,
the structure of the armies, and the brigade strengths,
based on documented research from the actual battle.
If that level of detail sounds intimidating--relax! These
rules come with four scenarios ready to play. You can also
purchase our two scenario supplements, which cover over
thirty historical battles, including every famous action of
the Civil War. All the research and work is done for you.

Labeling BASES
"War is the remedy our enemies have chosen,
and I say let us give them all they want."
--Gen. William T. Sherman

Set Up the Battlefield
After you've selected a scenario to play, refer to
the battlefield map. At 6mm scale, even the
largest battles can be played on fairly modest
tables. The maps also show you how to place
the terrain to recreate the battlefield as it
appeared during the war.
Refer to the previous page for a preview of how
you can create an incredible 6mm battlefield
with a reasonable budget of time and money.

You need a method to keep track of who is who
on the battlefield. A good labeling system
identifies a brigade's name, its Strength
Modifier, and its parent division. Here's a
sample label from the Wilderness:
KIRKLAND
Heth's Division

[+2]

Feel welcome to employ whatever method you
choose, but all of the scenarios do come with
convenient, pre-made brigade labels. Photocopy
the labels and cut them out. Fold each label in
half and tape the bottom half underneath the
base--now you can read the labels without
constantly lifting up the bases.

Assemble your Army
Refer to the scenario Order of Battle to build
your army. It tells you how many bases you'll
need and how to organize them into divisions.
The next page offers a detailed explanation of
how to read OOBs.
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HOW to Read An ORDER of Battle (OOB)
It is absolutely essential for all players to
understand how to interpret an OOB. All the
information you need to play a game is on this
crucial page. It is fairly self-explanatory.

CONFEDERATE ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of the Mississippi

To the right you see part of a sample from the
Perryville scenario. The actual OOB is longer,
but this section will serve as our example.
A quick summary: the smallest tactical unit is a
brigade; your brigades are grouped into
divisions; a general commands a group of
divisions. This group of divisions is typically
called a "wing" or a "corps."

Detailed Explanation
The top of each OOB always begins with your
army commander--the highest ranking general
on the field. In this example, Braxton Bragg is
the Confederate army commander. As such,
Bragg can distribute his 6 Priority Points to any
division in his army.
At Perryville, Bragg's left wing was led by
General William Hardee. Hardee's wing includes
two divisions, and Hardee can only issue his 6
Priority Points to the two divisions under his
immediate chain of command--Anderson and
Buckner.
A division is a group of brigades. When Priority
Points are bid, players are bidding for the
opportunity to move an entire division.
Hardee's first division is Anderson's. His division
includes four infantry brigades, and one brigade
of artillery. Each brigade has a corresponding
Strength Modifier to reflect its effective
manpower. Brown is a "-1", which tells you that
his brigade was slightly smaller than the average
brigade present at Perryville.

LEFT WING

Anderson's
Division
Brown
Adams
Powell
Jones
Palmer (art.)

Buckner's
Division
-1
+1
-2
-1
+0

Liddell
Cleburne
Johnson
Wood

-1
-2
-1
-1

Havern (art.)

+0

Artillery stands are always marked (art.).
Cavalry are marked (cav.), but as you can see,
there is no cavalry available in either division.
Note that individual division commanders are
not represented in this game. We assume your
division generals are in the field, acting on your
behalf, without you meddling in their tactical
affairs. The only generals represented by
miniatures are corps and army commanders.
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FOWARD MARCH
The armies are assembled and the battlefield is chosen.
Now is the time to fix bayonets, draw swords, and
unlimber the guns! The fate of the Union is to be decided
here and now!
The next three chapters outline the mechanics of how to
fight a battle. This chapter is dedicated to command-andcontrol. You learn how to begin the game and issue orders
to your army. Subsequent chapters explain movement,
shooting, close combat, and battle resolution.

Basic Game Sequence

Battle Deployment

Altar of Freedom is a turn-based game, but some
turns may end prematurely, or conversely, may
drag on longer than expected. We will briefly
preview the standard turn sequence here:

Scenario rules clearly define where to deploy
your troops on the tabletop and when
reinforcements, if any, should arrive.

(1) Bid Priority Points -- Players secretly
distribute their Priority Points in an attempt to
maneuver divisions and win initiative.
(2) Turn Clock Control -- Army commanders
roll to see which army will enjoy the ability to
control the Turn Clock for the turn.
(3) Highest Bid Maneuvers -- Players call out
their highest bid; the division with the highest
Priority can now maneuver. The commander
with the Turn Clock wins any ties.
(4) Continue to Lower Bids -- Players continue
maneuvering divisions based on who has the
highest Priority bid. Each time a new bid is
reached, time comes off the Turn Clock.
(5) End Turn? -- The turn ends when all
divisions maneuver or the clock expires. At the
end of each turn, players have the opportunity
to move generals, rally broken brigades, etc.
(6) End Game? -- The battle is over when the
scenario turn limit is reached or when one army
reaches its break point and withdraws.
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The scenario rules will also specify which side
deploys first, and which deploys second. Players
may wish to set up a screen between them to
ensure hidden, simultaneous deployment, but
this is purely optional.

PRIORITY POINTS
Priority Points are the single most important
concept in Altar of Freedom.
At the beginning of each turn, generals secretly
allocate their points to divisions under their
command. The higher the bid, the more likely
chance your division will maneuver before the
enemy.
Generals may also allocate Priority Points for
two other purposes: attempting to gain control
of the Turn Clock, or saving the points for the
end of the turn. Saved points can be spent at
the end of the turn to adjust battle lines or
bring up straggling troops. The choice is yours-spend now or save for later?
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CHAIN OF COMMAND

Personality Traits

There are some guidelines and limitations to
how generals spend their Priority Points.

Do not forget to reference the Personality Traits
of your various generals--especially when
bidding Priority Points. Skilled commanders may
have bonuses that could help your bidding...
other generals may suffer penalties that limit
how they can distribute points.

A general must spend his points on divisions
under his own chain of command. Thus,
Longstreet could not direct the movement of
Jackson's corps at Antietam. Your overall army
commander, however, is the highest ranking
officer on the field and could issue his Priority
Points to any division in the entire army.

Command Radius
There is no command radius for spending
Priority Points. Line of sight is not required,
either. A turn represents about one hour of real
time, so we assume that couriers will relay your
orders in such a long span of time.

How Much Can You Spend?
Points can be distributed however a player likes.
If you feel it's critical to spend all your points on
a specific division, go ahead. But remember that
divisions given 0 points will not maneuver that
turn!

Influencing the turn clock
Generals can also spend Priority Points to
increase their chances of winning the Turn
Clock. Each point allocated adds +1. Any
general, including army commanders or corps
commanders, may contribute up to half of their
Priority Points for this purpose (rounded up).

Saving Points
Any general may also elect to save Priority
Points for the end of the turn, when valuable
opportunities could exist for micromanagement.
This will be further explained later in the rules.

Tracking Priority Points
During the secret bidding process, players will
have to keep track of their division bids. You can
handle this however you like. One popular
method is to simply write the bids with pencil
on your OOB. If you dislike record-keeping, try
placing tiny D6s on the table next to your
divisions and generals. Personally, I use dryerase markers with a piece of transparency
paper clip-boarded to my OOB sheet.
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Rolling for the turn clock
After the secret bidding is complete, opposing
commanders each roll a D6 to determine control
of the Turn Clock. Remember to add any Priority
Points spent to influence this roll. The highest
modified result wins. Reroll ties and keep
existing modifiers.
Control of the Turn Clock has very important
consequences for the game. When reading
reports and memoirs from Civil War generals,
you realize how much they worried about
"seizing the initiative" in battle. Initiative could
ebb and flow throughout a day of fighting, just
as control of the Turn Clock can change hands
frequently in Altar of Freedom.

"I was anxious that the rebels should not
take the initiative in the morning, and
therefore ordered Hancock to make
an assault at 4:30 o'clock."
--Gen. Ulysses S. Grant

The Turn Clock
The commander who wins the Turn Clock
should place a die next to his base, representing
the clock. Every scenario specifies how large the
Turn Clock should be, based on the size of the
battle. Most engagements use a D10 clock, while
the biggest battles could use as large as a D20.
Winning the clock gives a
commander the ability to
control the pace of battle
and manipulate the Turn
Clock, as explained in
later chapters.
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Smoke and Steel
As a grand tactical simulation, Altar of Freedom
places a premium on command-and-control, explained
in the previous chapter. Once the secret bids are
made, it's time for the fighting to begin!
This chapter outlines the rules for movement and
combat, which are somewhat abstract in nature and
very fast to resolve. The goal here is to keep the game
moving quickly, instead of bogging down in the
mundane tactical details a high-ranking general would
not have had time to consider or influence.

CALLING Out Bids

Movement Rates

Remember, the player who won the Turn Clock
may not necessarily get the first move.

Brigades may move freely in any direction, 360
degrees. They can always pass through friendly
units without penalty.

The first division to maneuver is the one with
the highest number of Priority Points allotted.
Players should call out their highest bid to find
out who starts. Ties are always broken in favor
of the player who controls the Turn Clock.
A player may have bid the same number of
points for multiple divisions. If this happens, all
of the divisions maneuver together, at the same
time. This is the only way to coordinate multiple
divisions at once!

Division Radius ?
There is no "command radius" that limits how
far apart you can spread the brigades of a single
division. When one of your divisions has
Priority, all brigades of that division maneuver
at once, regardless of how far apart they are.
There are plenty of examples and circumstances
in Civil War battles where a lone brigade was
detached for far-flung purposes. But players
would be well served to keep their divisions
consolidated, within close supporting distance.
Spread your brigades too thin at your own peril.
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Unit Type
General
Cavalry
Infantry
Artillery
HQ

Movement Rate
12"
12"
8"
6"
--

Cavalry Screening
Civil War cavalry may not have been as glorious
as their Napoleonic counterparts, but they did
play a useful role in scouting, raiding, and
distracting the enemy. The rules are designed
to reward players who utilize their available
cavalry wisely, in historically accurate ways.
Cavalry brigades enjoy the fastest rate of
movement, allowing them the chance to probe
flanks and threaten rear areas. Cavalry can
also "scout" by forcing the enemy to reveal the
Strength Modifier of any brigade within 6" and
line of sight of the scouting cavalry.
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Zone of Control

Building Defensive Field Works

Brigades may not pass within 2" of an enemy
brigade's front without engaging that enemy in
shooting or close combat. This rule prevents
brigades from "slipping across the front" of an
enemy to reach another target.

Civil War soldiers instinctively built hasty
protection from the outset of the war, but their
efforts grew more elaborate and extensive as the
war progressed. One British observer noted that
by 1864, formidable fieldworks for an entire
brigade could be constructed in under forty
minutes!

There is one exception to the zone of control.
While maneuvering, brigades are allowed to
disengage from a zone of control by moving
directly backward.

Terrain Penalties
Some terrain, like dense woods or deep creeks,
may count as rough ground. If any part of a
brigade's base encounters rough ground, they
suffer a -4" penalty. A unit moving through
multiple obstacles will only suffer this penalty
once per turn. Each scenario defines what
constitutes rough ground for that battlefield.

Reserve Movement
Controlling and utilizing road networks shaped
the outcome of many Civil War battles. A
division marching on the road may conduct
reserve movement, dramatically increasing their
speed to 20". To use reserve movement, all of
the following criteria must be met:
(1) At least two or more brigades of the same
division must begin in base contact, stacked in
column formation on a road.
(2) The column must remain on the road
throughout the entire movement.
(3) The entire column moves at the same speed.
(4) No reserve movement may occur within 10"
of an enemy unit, regardless of line of sight. As
soon as the column comes within 10" of any
enemy unit, the reserve movement bonus ends.

Example: A Confederate division with infantry and
artillery brigades marching in road column.

Infantry, cavalry, or artillery brigades may build
field works in Altar of Freedom. We assume
these are basic, hasty earthworks--not the fixed
trenches of Petersburg.

"All these labors were executed with admirable
energy and intelligence. In this aspect the
American solider has no rival; patient of
fatigue, rich in resources, he is an excellent
digger and ditcher, an excellent woodsman,
a good carpenter, and even something
of a civil engineer."
--French Prince de Joinville

A brigade must remain stationary and
uninterrupted for its full turn to complete field
works. Place an earthwork terrain piece behind
the unit, which serves as a reminder to the
player that entrenching is underway but not yet
complete.
If the entrenching brigade moves or is forced to
recoil for any reason, remove the marker. Units
engaged in close combat while building field
works count as being hit in the flank.
Earthwork markers that successfully remain at
the end of a full turn can be occupied by the
brigade. Move the marker to the front of the
unit at the end of the turn. Once earthworks
are completed, they remain in place as a terrain
feature for the duration of the entire battle, and
can be occupied or reoccupied by either army.
Two additional notes on field works in combat:
(1) A brigade defending the works still receives
the benefit of cover if outflanked, but also
incurs the -3 outflanked penalty; and (2) Units
defending earthworks are not required to
pursue a defeated enemy in close combat, even
if the outcome dictates a pursuit move.
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Shooting...It's Closer Than You Think

Pour the Hot Lead!

Everyone knows about the revolution in rifling
technology that dramatically improved the range
of Civil War weapons.

After all the brigades of a division finish
movement, firing commences. The defender fires
first and may utilize any brigade within range
of the maneuvering enemy division. Defensive
fire can still occur, even if a brigade in the
maneuvering division elects not to move.

But historical research illustrates that decisive
Civil War firefights still largely occurred at the
same 100-yard range as their Napoleonic
predecessors. And while advances in rifled
artillery theoretically extended firing to almost
3,000 yards, effective artillery action rarely
exceeded 1,000 yards.
Consequently, firing ranges in Altar of Freedom
are shorter than you might expect.

Firing Arcs and Valid Targets
The diagram below illustrates the "firing arc" by
drawing an imaginary diagonal line from corner
to corner on the firing base. If any part of the
enemy base is within this arc, they are a viable
target. If multiple targets exists, you must fire at
the nearest enemy.
Firing units must be able to draw an
unobstructed line of sight, as wide as the
firing base. This means that a brigade cannot
fire through any part of another friendly unit,
unless elevated on a hilltop.
You may not fire at enemy HQs or generals.
These targets can be destroyed in close combat,
but not with ranged fire.

The maneuvering division fires second.
Brigades fire one at a time, may not "combine"
their firepower, and cannot fire into a close
combat. The firing player may elect to shoot in
any order he wishes. Roll a single D6 to fire.
Infantry may fire to up 2", with such ranges
representing skirmish fire. It is possible to drive
back the enemy, but decisive results at this
range are unlikely.
Artillery may fire up to 10", with the longest
ranges allowing the possibility to disrupt the
enemy. The true power of artillery is at 2"
canister range, where decisive results are quite
likely. Altar of Freedom ignores the differences
between rifled and smoothbore artillery, since
these rules are not concerned with long range
desultory fire. Sorry, Parrott lovers.

Firing Table
D6
1-3

Line of sight is restricted to 2" inside the woods.

4-6
Example: Opposing infantry can fire upon each other,
but the artillery battery is obstructed.

7-9
10+

Firing Outcome
"They couldn't hit an elephant at this
distance!"
No effect.
Shots whistle overhead, causing some
commotion in the ranks.
Target recoils two base depths.
A sharp volley and the line wavers!
Target recoils three base depths
and is Fatigued.
"Give them double canister, boys!"
Target brigade is BROKEN.

Cumulative Modifiers
+/- (?) Brigade strength modifier
-1 Brigade Fatigued
-1 Target in cover (or rough ground)
+2 Enfilade fire
+4 Artillery firing at 2" or less
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Firing Modifiers
There are a series of cumulative modifiers to the
D6 firing roll. The principle modifier adjusts for
brigade strength--larger brigades will obviously
have an advantage by bringing more guns to
bear on the target.
Artillery receives a substantial bonus for firing
at close ranges, representing the powerful effect
of canister. Not only was canister a deadly
weapon, it had a notable psychological effect on
the enemy.
Brigades that are Fatigued suffer a -1 penalty to
shooting. It does not matter how many Fatigue
markers the brigade has. This penalty is not
cumulative and is only a fixed -1 penalty for
ranged fire.
Terrain "cover" is a generic benefit to any unit
with natural protection. At least half of a unit's
base must be in cover to earn the benefit.
Players should consult their scenario to
determine what counts as cover before the
game, but generally, any rough ground or field
works represent cover.

Enfilade
In ranged fire (and later in close combat), units
may be outflanked. It's easy to determine the
flank of a unit by drawing a straight line across
the front base edge. Your entire base must be
behind this flat front for enfilade fire. These
enfilade rules will also apply to close combat
(upcoming on pg 16-17).

"There had been no order given; the men, upon
recognizing the menace, had immediately let
drive their flock of bullets without waiting
for word of command."
--The Red Badge of Courage

Artillery Interrupt Fire
As stated on pg. 13, defensive fire does not
occur until after all movement. There is one
exception to this rule--artillery may interrupt
enemy movement before the move is complete.
This rule exists to reward commanders who site
their batteries wisely, covering open ground. An
artillery unit which conducts interrupt fire may
select any point in the enemy movement and
conduct normal defensive fire from that point.
If the fire is ineffective, the maneuvering unit
continues the remainder of its movement
unabated. But if the result of the defensive fire
causes a recoil, the maneuvering unit recoils
from the point of the interruption and may not
finish the remainder of its move.
Artillery that conducts interrupt fire may not
fire again after movement is complete. Canister
may never be used for interrupt fire.

Counter-Battery Fire
Example: Brigade A will not receive the enfilade firing
bonus. A's entire base must be behind Z's flat front.

Artillery which fires at enemy artillery is
engaging in counter-battery fire, the purpose of
which is drive off enemy guns and silence them.
Counter-battery fire is resolved differently from
other types of shooting.
If artillery is forced to recoil as a result of
enduring
counter-battery
fire,
they
are
considered Silenced. In addition to recoiling,
the silenced battery should be turned 180
degrees away from the enemy, which effectively
eliminates their ability to conduct defensive fire
until they can maneuver to reposition their
guns and change facing. Batteries that are
silenced (turned away from the enemy) are
obviously vulnerable to being enfiladed in a
close combat situation!
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Recoiling

Advancing into Close Combat

Brigades forced to recoil from enemy fire should
retreat away from the enemy, directly backward
if possible. A recoiling brigade may pass
through friendly units behind it or displace
those units. This is the choice of the recoiling
player. The rules are designed to be flexible in
this regard.

Whenever two units move into direct base
contact, this is considered close combat. There
is no round of ranged fire exchanged when close
combat is initiated. At this scale, combat does
not necessarily imply that your men are
bayoneting the enemy and throwing punches.
More likely, soldiers are firing at point blank
range (under 40 yards) to see which side will
break and run first.

Recoiling units are automatically "broken" if
their retreat path is blocked by impassible
terrain or an enemy brigade in their recoil arc.
These recoiling rules will also apply to close
combat results. A diagram on pg. 16 explains
how far to the left or right brigades are allowed
to recoil backward.

Close combat can be incredibly decisive, but
may leave both parties in a state of considerable
disorder. The most famous European military
observer of the Civil War left this fascinating
account of a Confederate division advancing into
combat in 1863:

Broken Brigades
Infantry, cavalry, and artillery stands may be
"broken" during a battle. Broken brigades are no
longer combat effective. The morale of the men
has been shaken and the shell-shocked
survivors are streaming to the rear in disorder.
Broken brigades have no effect on friendly units
behind them. A broken brigade should be placed
next the HQ of its commanding general, facing
the away from the enemy. The unit technically
occupies no defined space--the men are
scattered about the field. As such, a broken
brigade cannot be engaged in close combat.
There will be a chance at the end of the turn to
rally broken units. If the HQ for that general has
been somehow captured or destroyed, broken
brigades
are
removed
from
the
game
immediately, with no opportunity to rally.
Remember, in addition to your various corps
HQs, the HQ of your overall army general can
act as a rally point for any unit in the army!

"Forward they went by a command, not loud
but passed in a murmur along them from
captain to captain. Skirmishers' fire prepared
the attack. The nearer to the enemy, the more
faulty the lines and the more ragged the first
until it crumbled and mixed with the
skirmishers. Forward went this muddle
leading the wavy rest...
In sum it had been a division neatly drawn up.
Now its units, anything but neat, vaguely
coherent, resembled a swarm of skirmishers."
--Prussian Capt. Justus Scheibert

The goal in Altar of Freedom is to represent the
chaotic breakdown of cohesion that Scheibert so
painfully described. As a player, you will find it
difficult to maintain offensive momentum and
keep your divisions "neatly drawn up."

Combat Limitations
Any unit may be a defender in close combat, but
only infantry and cavalry may initiate it.
An attacking brigade selects only one target. If
the attacker's front base edge touches two
enemy bases at once, the attacker must
designate a single defender (the other defending
base will offer support only).
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Advancing into Combat Diagrams
This entire page shows a series of diagrams, illustrating
different ways units could enter combat. Assuming the
attackers have sufficient movement to reach their
target, there are many possible angles of approach.
These are five common options.
The basic situation in this example begins with two
Federal brigades charging two rebel brigades.

Example #1: The attackers advance directly into
contact. None of the four brigades in this example
will receive support, since they are all engaged.

Example #4: The attackers envelop the end of the
rebel line. The attacker must designate a "primary"
combat unit, while the second unit offers support.
Regardless of which attacker is "primary," the
defender will suffer the outflanked penalty, because
an entire attacking base is behind his front.
Note that in this example, both sides have unengaged
support.

Example #2: The attackers "stagger" their base edges
for an uneven approach. Combat here would be
resolved exactly as in #1, since each unit has made
contact with another.

Example #3: The attackers make contact with just a
corner of one defender's base. Only two of four
brigades would engage in combat here, and both have
an unengaged, supporting brigade.

Example #5: Electing to move apart, the attackers
engage both defenders. The defender is not
outflanked, since the entire attacking unit is not fully
behind his flat front. None of the four units in this
example will receive a support bonus, as they are all
engaged separately.
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Resolving Combat
Close combats are resolved in whatever order
the attacker chooses, so they are not
simultaneous. Units in close combat each roll a
single D6, adding any appropriate modifiers,
and compare their total scores. The larger the
disparity, the more decisive the result.

Close Combat Table
Total
Disparity
Equal
1-2

Supporting Units
If multiple attackers contact an enemy defender,
only one attacker should be nominated as the
primary unit. The other attacking brigades offer
"support" only--combat is always one vs. one.
Brigades in combat receive a support bonus if
friendly, otherwise unengaged units are within
base-to-base contact. An unengaged brigade
can lend support multiple combats per turn.
Generals do count as a supporting unit,
although HQ elements do not.
The concept of "support" in Altar of Freedom is
an abstract one. In real terms, supporting
brigades may not be directly contributing to the
fighting. "Support" includes all the tactical
details which do not concern a high-ranking
general: regimental flank or rearguard security,
rallying fleeing shirkers, calling a neighboring
regiment to stiffen your line, etc.

3-5

6+

Combat Outcome
A see-saw struggle!
Both units recoil one base
depth.
The line is breaking!
Losing unit recoils two base
depths and is Fatigued; victor
advances one.
"Give them the cold steel!"
Losing unit recoils three base
depths and is Fatigued; victor
advances one or two.
Stampede to the rear!
Losing unit is BROKEN; victor
holds ground and is Fatigued.

Cumulative Modifiers
+/- (?) Brigade strength modifier
+1 Each unengaged supporting unit
+1 Occupying cover or uphill
+2 Artillery defending
-1 Each Fatigue marker
-3 Outflanked

"Support" is what your division generals and
colonels are coordinating on your behalf, based
on the close proximity of friendly troops.

Detailed Combat Example
Example: Union brigade Z is engaged with
Confederate brigade A. Both brigades enjoy
support from friendly units in base contact.
To resolve this combat, the Union player will add
his strength modifier and +1 for support. The
Confederate player does the same, except he adds
+2 for direct support. Even friendly brigades
touching just the corner of your base offer
combat support. Any part of the base counts as
contact! Also note that a "Fatigued" unit will still
offer support as normal.
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Recoiling From Combat

Pursuit

The same recoiling rules from ranged fire apply
here (see pg. 14). Recoiling brigades should
move away from the enemy, displacing or
hopping behind any friendly brigades in their
retreat path.

Some results on the Close Combat Table
require the victorious brigade to advance
impetuously. Supporting units do not share
this advance. If the impetuous pursuit brings
the attacker into a new close combat, players
should resolve the new combat immediately.

While the recoiling rules are designed to be
flexible, there are limitations. As previously
noted on pg. 14, your recoil path cannot be
interrupted by impassible terrain (ex: rivers) or
enemy brigades, or else the unit is "broken."
In close combat, a recoiling unit may find itself
engaged from multiple directions at once. If the
situation is complex, the losing unit should
recoil away from the primary attacker.
All units must recoil within a defined arc. This
arc can be found by drawing an imaginary
diagonal line from corner to corner on the base.
When avoiding obstacles, at least half the
retreating base must fit inside this imaginary
arc. The rule exists to prevent players from
retreating at implausible angles to avoid
obstacles that would otherwise interrupt them.
Example: How to define the Recoil Arc.

Evading Combat... maybe
It was not unusual in the Civil War for artillery
and cavalry units to withdraw in the face of
formed infantry. Defending artillery and
cavalry brigades may attempt to evade combat,
so long as they are not enfiladed. If cavalry is
the attacker, evasion is not possible.
Attempting a fighting withdraw is not without
risk. As soon as base contact is made, the
defender must declare he is trying to evade. Roll
a single D6. On a roll of "2-5," the defending
artillery/cavalry successfully evade by recoiling
three base depths (follow standard recoil rules).
Attacking units do not advance to pursue and
stop where the original contact was made.
On a D6 evasion roll of "1," the defending unit
fails to evade, and must stand to fight at a -1
close combat penalty, as the men are now
disordered and caught unprepared.
On a D6 evasion roll of "6," the defending unit
stubbornly refuses to obey your withdraw
orders, displaying conspicuous valor. They
stand and fight with a +1 combat bonus.

Artillery in Combat
Fatigue
Brigades often become "Fatigued" as a result of
close combat, representing a state of disorder or
loss of effectiveness. Place a Fatigue marker
next to the brigade as a reminder that this unit
will suffer the Fatigue penalty until recovered.
Fatigue markers are cumulative, which means
they stack over time. A brigade with more than
four such markers is immediately broken.
All Fatigue markers are automatically removed
at the end of each turn, if the Fatigued brigade
is at least 10" from any enemy unit. This rule
rewards prudent generals for withdrawing their
troops to regroup during the battle and also
highlights the value of fresh reserves.
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Artillery is a powerful asset, but always in
danger of being overrun. If they are defeated in
close combat while serving as the primary
defender, artillery cannot recoil more than
one base depth. If defeated in close combat and
required to recoil two or three base depths,
artillery is automatically "broken."

Hq Bases in Combat
HQ elements cannot defend themselves from an
enemy brigade in close combat. Any HQ
contacted by the enemy is automatically sacked
and removed from play. The loss of a HQ is a
serious blow to the army, since broken brigades
under that general's command now have lost
their rally location.
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Generals in Combat

Fate Table

Life as a Civil War general was a dangerous
profession. Two notable army generals died in
combat--Albert Sydney Johnston at Shiloh and
James McPherson at Atlanta.

The Fate Table determines the outcome of a
general in the line of fire. Generals roll on this
table under two circumstances:

The attrition rate for corps commanders was
much higher. Prominent corps generals killed in
battle include Reynolds at Gettysburg, Sedgwick
at Spotsylvania, Polk at Atlanta, and AP Hill at
Petersburg. If we include those seriously
wounded, the list grows longer still--Jackson at
Chancellorsville, Hancock at Gettysburg, and
Longstreet at the Wilderness, to name a few.
Generals can be engaged in close combat by the
enemy. Any time your general is contacted by the
enemy, the general must immediately roll on the
Fate Table. The odds are not in his favor!

(1) The General is contacted by an enemy
(2) The General is attached (in base contact) to
a friendly brigade that "breaks."

D6
1-2
3
4
5

"There are times when a corps commander's
life does not count."
--Gen. Winfield S. Hancock, at Gettysburg

6

Fate
"Rally to me, boys!"
General may be relocated anywhere
within 4".
"Find me a new horse!"
Remove the general from play, but
he returns at the turn's end.
"I surrender my sword."
General is captured; remove him
from play.
"Bring a litter bearer!"
General is grievously wounded;
remove him from play.
"They couldn't hit an elephant.... "
General is killed in the saddle!
Remove him from play.

Generals Evading ?

Replacing a Fallen General

Generals cannot "evade" like artillery or cavalry.
His base is treated as a normal element, which
means he can be pushed back if a friendly
brigade to his front is forced to recoil. But if the
enemy comes into base contact with a general, he
rolls on the Fate Table.

The loss of a general is a grave, although not
mortal, blow to your army. Any of his saved
Priority Points are lost for the turn. At very end
of the current turn, a new general automatically
assumes command. He will not be as effective
as his predecessor. This replacement procedure
is described in the next chapter.
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the Smoke Clears
Every turn draws to close eventually--although
you may not have had time to accomplish all that
you hoped. When a turn ends in Altar of
Freedom, there several important loose ends to
conclude before moving to the next turn.
This chapter explains how the variable Turn Clock
can end a turn, and what sequence of events
happens when the clock finally expires.

Manipulating the Turn Clock

Ending a Turn

After the division with the highest Priority bid
has maneuvered, players should call out their
next highest bid.

The turn can end for only two possible reasons:
(1) All divisions with a Priority rating above 0
maneuvered; or (2) The Turn Clock expires
prematurely.

But before a new bid is reached, the opposing
commanders each roll a D6. The player with
initiative who controls the Turn Clock must now
select one of the two results and subtract that
time from the clock. As soon as the clock hits 0,
the turn ends immediately.
The ability to control the Turn Clock is an
obvious advantage in the game, as it allows a
player to dictate the pace of battle as it suits his
own plans! Manipulating the pace of the clock is
a central strategic concept in Altar of Freedom.
Pay attention to how your opponent handles his
bidding strategy throughout the game, and
remember that you may need to adjust your
own bidding during the battle.

But What About...
Time is only subtracted from the clock when
new bids are reached. So if both armies have a
division with the same Priority rating, the player
with the Turn Clock wins the tie, and the other
player maneuvers second. Time is not
subtracted between these divisions because a
new Priority number was not reached!
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End of Turn Sequence
When the turn finally does end, there are still
several loose ends for generals to manage, and
they must be done in the following order:

(1) Move Generals
(2) Free Facing Adjustment
(3) Spend Saved Priority Points
(4) Rally Broken Brigades
(5) Recover Fatigue
(6) Complete Field Works
(7) Replace Fallen Generals
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Moving Generals

How to Rally

Generals are allowed to move at any time during
the turn when a division under their chain of
command has Priority. Generals move 12" and
are governed by the same movement rules as a
normal brigade, adhering to terrain penalties.

Broken infantry and cavalry brigades may
attempt to rally by rolling a single D6 on the
Rally Table. Artillery cannot attempt to rally.
Brigades that fail to rally are removed from play.
Failure does not imply that the entire brigade
was "wiped out" or captured. A failure to rally
may mean your brigade sustained heavy
casualties or a collapse of morale.

Unlike normal brigades, generals are also
allowed a free move at the end of each turn, as
part of the end-of-turn sequence. But remember
that HQ elements are never allowed to move
during a battle--locate them wisely at the start of
the game!

Facing Adjustment
All units are allowed to make a free facing
adjustment if desired. This is not movement-only turning in place. Facing adjustments are
not allowed if the unit is currently within the
Zone of Control (within 2" of the front; see pg.
12) of a nearby enemy. Facing adjustments
cannot be made to initiate a new close combat
situation. Free facing adjustments will never
provoke defensive fire.

Spending Saved Priority Points
Generals who saved Priority Points now have the
opportunity to do some micro-managing. The
player who controlled the turn clock may elect to
go first or second in this process.
A general with saved Priority Points can spend a
single point to move a single brigade within 6"
and line of sight. The brigade does not need to
be under his direct chain of command. This
represents generals grabbing nearby men in the
thick of the fighting and directing them into
action personally.
The target brigade can make a normal
movement, but may not use Reserve Movement
or come within 2" of an enemy. Movement during
the end of turn sequence will not provoke
defensive fire.
A brigade may only be moved once in this
manner, which prevents generals from spending
multiple points on the same brigade repeatedly.
Saving Priority Points to make end-of-turn
adjustments can be critical during a battle, since
this allows a player to bring up straggling
brigades which may have broken and are far
behind the front line.
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Rally Table
D6
0-4
5
6+

Fate
Brigade disintegrates.
Remove broken unit from play.
Still wavering...
Unit remains broken and may
attempt to rally next turn.
Regrouped and ready!
Broken unit rallies at full
effectiveness within 4" of HQ.

Modifier
+1 General within 4" & LOS

Successful Rally Attempts
If a brigade rallies from broken status, it may be
turned back around to face the enemy and
placed within 4" of the HQ. Unfortunately, if
your HQ is well behind the front lines, rallied
brigades are probably far away from their
division, making it difficult to rejoin the fight.
A rallied brigade does not automatically
remove its Fatigue markers, unless currently
at least 10" from any enemy unit.

"The most disastrous checks could almost
always be remedied...they fall back to the
rear in search of a better position...[but] this
temporary disorder seldom degenerated into
a rout; a few minutes would often suffice to
stop the fugitives, restore confidence among
them, reform their ranks, and restore
all authority to their chiefs."
--French Comte de Paris
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Recover Fatigue

The McClellan Rule

At this stage in the end-of-turn sequence,
Fatigue markers are automatically removed, but
only if the target brigade is more than 10" away
from an enemy unit. This rule is in place to
reward commanders for rotating exhausted
troops out of continuous combat duty, allowing
them a chance to rest and regroup.

The rules, fewer than 20 pages in length, are
bound to be incomplete. Circumstances will
arise in your game that are either not covered in
the rules or unclear in their interpretation.
When disputes or questions arise, discuss the
historical circumstances and come to a
gentlemanly agreement. If necessary, flip a coin.
If you need to revise an existing rule to suit your
tastes, or even create a new rule, go right
ahead. This is a war between friends, after all.

Complete Field Works
Brigades which attempted to construct hasty
earthworks and remained stationary may now
occupy their works.
Move the earthwork marker or terrain piece from
behind the unit to the front. Remember that
these field works remain for the duration of the
battle, able to occupied or reoccupied by any
brigade.

Replace Fallen Generals

We call this dispute resolution mechanism the
"McClellan Rule" because the following
quotation is perhaps the best single-sentence
summary of the American Civil War you'll find.

"I know full well the capacity of the generals
opposed to me, for by singular chance they
were once my most intimate friends."
--Gen. George McClellan, 1861

A new general automatically replaces a fallen
general. The new commander is likely to be the
senior division officer from the corps and he will
struggle to assume all of his new responsibilities
so suddenly.
Replacement generals may be placed anywhere
within 4" of a brigade under their chain of
command. The new general will have no
Personality Traits and half the Priority Points
of his predecessor (round up when dividing).
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Victory and Defeat
Every historical scenario in Altar of Freedom defines
specific victory objectives. If a scenario ends with one
army achieving its stated objectives, they have won a
decisive victory with greater strategic consequences
that will ripple beyond the battlefield. If neither side
achieves its objectives, the army closest to its break
point has endured a minor tactical defeat.
This final chapter explains how to determine when an
army reaches that "break point," as well as the nighttime procedure for multi-day actions.

Ending the Game
A battle in Altar of Freedom can end in two
different ways: (1) One army reaches its break
point and retreats; or (2) The scenario turn limit
expires without either army breaking.

Army Break Points
Like their Napoleonic predecessors, Civil War
battles revolved around the destruction of the
enemy army instead of controlling specific
geographic landmarks on a battlefield. Battles
ended whenever one side suffered enough
punishment that their general felt compelled to
quit the field. But unlike the wars of Napoleon,
aggressive pursuits were rare, almost always
allowing for orderly withdraws.
Altar of Freedom scenarios define army break
points based on their morale before the battle.
There are three possible moods for an army,
each with a related break point: Determined
(30%), Steady (25%), and Weary (20%).
A "weary" army is exhausted, ill-equipped for
battle, or may be rife with high-command
turmoil. "Steady" armies are ready for battle,
with adequate command structures, and the
troops are motivated. A "determined" army is
supremely confident of success, eager to prove
their mettle, and shares faith in their generals.
You will find most armies rated as "steady."
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For example, the Confederate army at Shiloh is
Determined, with a break point of 12. This means
that if any turn ends with their army missing 12
or more elements, the rebels quit the field and the
game ends immediately.
When calculating break points, players should
count each broken brigade of infantry, cavalry,
and artillery, each fallen general, and each
captured HQ element. All of these elements
count equally toward your army break point.
If a scenario ends without either army breaking,
no decisive victory was achieved. The army with
closest to their break point suffers a minor
tactical defeat.

During the Nighttime
Some scenarios, like Gettysburg, last for
multiple days. If this is the case, players are
allowed to make adjustments during the night.
(1) Redeploy -- Any brigade may shift positions
during the night by recoiling up to 12" in their
normal "recoil arc" (see pg. 16). The player who
last controlled the turn clock may opt to make
his nighttime adjustments first or second.
(2) Resupply -- HQs can relocate within 12" and
any captured HQs are replaced overnight.
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APPENDIX I: General Personality Traits
AGGRESSIVE: Whether by his nature or due to specific circumstances, this army general is
brimming with bold zeal. He gains a +1 bonus in all initiative rolls each turn.
CAUTIOUS: Whether by his nature or due to specific circumstances, this army general is
indecisive and plagued with doubts. He suffers a -1 penalty in all initiative rolls each turn.
DISCIPLINARIAN: A drillmaster at heart, this general displays a firm hand for military
discipline and training. Once per turn, this general may reroll a single shooting result on the
Firing Table for a brigade under his chain of command. The new result must be accepted.
DOUR: This general may be respected, but his grim countenance fails to inspire the men. He
may not be used to influence rally attempts for broken brigades.
ENERGETIC: Regardless of his command ability, this general is eager for a fight and his energy
and charisma drive men forward. At the end of each turn, this general may remove up to two
Fatigue markers from a single brigade within 6" and line of sight, even if the target brigade is
still within 10" of the enemy.
FINEST HOUR: Though he may not know it, this general is destined to rise to the occasion and
enjoy his finest hour of generalship. After the turn clock expires, this general may roll a D6 and
instantly generate this number of Priority Points to spend on end-of-turn adjustments. Roll for
this bonus every turn.
GRANDIOSE: This general loves concocting grand stratagems and elaborate maneuvers. While
these usually are a waste of time, they occasionally result in true brilliance. Before distributing
Priority Points each turn, this general rolls a D6. On a roll of 1-5, he loses 1 Priority Point this
turn. On a roll of 6, he adds 2 bonus points for the turn.
GRASPS the INITIATIVE: Blessed by an usual sense for good timing, this general knows when
to strike a brilliant blow. Once per battle, the general may select any division under his chain
of command to maneuver as if they had Priority immediately after the turn clock expires. This
is a bonus action and may be conducted even if that division already maneuvered for the turn.
HARD DRIVING: Possessed with a great sense of urgency, this general marches his men hard
to get where they are needed most. Divisions under his chain of command move at 30", instead
of 20", when using reserve movement.
HESITANT: Inexperience or battlefield circumstances have made this general anxious. In a
crisis, he is capable of rising to the occasion...or suddenly losing his nerve. Before issuing
Priority Points each turn, he must roll a D6 to randomly determine his points for that turn.
INEPT: This general lacks the experience or skill to coordinate formations at corps level.
Divisions under this general may never have the same Priority rating, unless that rating is 0.
INSUBORDINATE: This is a prickly fellow who is unlikely to accept orders willingly. Divisions
under his command may never be assigned Priority Points from another general--even a
higher-ranking army commander.
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LEADS from the FRONT: This general cannot resist placing himself in danger on the front
lines. Any brigades within direct base contact ignore the penalty of their existing Fatigue
markers. Also, when rolling on the General Fate Table, this general always adds +1.
LEADS from the REAR: This general rarely strays far from his headquarters tent. He applies a
-1 modifier to any rolls on the General Fate Table and must always remain within 6" of his HQ.
MASTERFUL: As a commander and strategist, this man is second to none. He dictates the flow
and pace of battle like few others can. This army general may roll 2D6 and pick either die
result whenever rolling to subtract time from the Turn Clock.
MICROMANAGER: Always fussing over details that should be left to his staff, this general
wastes too much energy micromanaging battles. When distributing Priority Points, he MUST
save at least half (rounded down) of his points for end-of-turn adjustments.
QUARTERMASTER: This general has a keen talent for organizational logistics. He is allowed to
field two HQ elements, and both may to move up to 4" during the end of turn sequence.
RECKLESS ATTACKER: This general drives his troops forward with a reckless zeal that flirts
between boldness and carelessness. Any brigades under his chain of command must
automatically pursue a recoiling opponent in close combat by up to three base depths. This
follow-up charge can only occur twice per round of combat.
REVERED: This general inspires unusual devotion from his troops. When rolling to rally
broken brigades, this general adds +2 if within 6" and LOS instead of the typical +1/4" bonus.
SHREWD TACTICIAN: A sharp tactician with keen foresight, this general is allowed to save up
to half (rounded down) of his unspent Priority Points from one turn to the next.
SLOPPY STAFF WORK: This general is not attentive to his staff work, sometimes leading to
misplaced or misunderstood orders. Every turn, at least one division under his chain of
command must have a Priority Rating of 0.
STALWART: Tenacious in defense, this general holds the line at all costs. When a brigade
under his command "breaks" within 6" and LOS of him, the brigade may instantly roll a D6. On
a result of 5+, the unit is not broken, and only recoils four base depths, "Fatigued." If this new
Fatigue marker takes the unit over the limit of four such markers, they will still be broken.
TARDY: Whether he lacks a sense of urgency or simply feeling ill at the time of battle, this
general is sluggish bringing his troops into combat. No divisions under his command may use
the road reserve movement bonus.
TRUSTED LIEUTENANT: Officially or unofficially, this general is recognized as a trusted
second-in-command with wide authority. This general may distribute his Priority Points to any
friendly division, including those outside his chain-of-command.
UNFLAPPABLE: No matter how dire the situation, this general remains level-headed and cool
under fire. Once per turn, a brigade within 6" and LOS of this general may reroll any single D6
result. The new result must be accepted.
UNRELIABLE: He may be feeling ill, or perhaps he is simply overwhelmed and unfit for
command, but this general is not fully dependable. Before distributing his Priority Points, this
general must roll a D6. On a result of 1, he may not issue points this turn.
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APPENDIX II:

Game Design Philosophy

GAME DESIGN & YOU
War gamers, by our very nature, love talking about rules. We read dozens of rule systems, playtest them, criticize and deconstruct them. Often we are guilty of adding a few innocent "house
rules." Sometimes we simply feel the itch to write our own. There's nothing wrong with this
natural impulse. War gaming rules are largely a matter of personal preference, since we all
have different criteria in mind for what an ideal rule set should accomplish. I do not intend to
dissect other Civil War games or claim that this one is objectively better in any way. This
appendix is simply my space to explain how Altar of Freedom was developed, and with what
priorities in mind. If you don't share these priorities, I doubt you'll enjoy the game.

DESIGN PRIORITIES
Every rule system has certain priorities it chooses to emphasize at the expense of others. All of
the mechanics in Altar of Freedom derive from four goals:
(1) Epic Historical Scope--Designed to play the largest historical battles of the war
(2) Speed and Simplicity--Designed to complete a full game in 3-4 hours
(3) Command-and-Control--Designed to emphasize the challenges of army-level command
(4) Colorful Personalities--Designed to reflect the distinct personalities of famous generals

SCALE
Those priorities are listed in order of importance, so let's start at the top. Fighting the largest
battles of the Civil War seemed to necessitate 6mm miniatures, and I'm of the opinion that rule
systems work best when played in the scale the designer intended. When I play in 15mm, I
enjoy the ever-popular Fire and Fury. But to recreate the epic scope of Gettysburg and
Chickamauga at the army level, 6mm strikes me as the right tool for the task. Altar of Freedom
can be played in other figure scales, but frankly, it still works best in 6mm.

SPEED & SIMPLICITY
Speed is the primary reason that most existing rule systems did not work for my club's
purposes. With limited time, limited table space, and lots of other historical eras to play, we
require quick, intuitive mechanics we won't totally forget since our last Civil War game.
When speed of play matters, you wind up making lots of compromises in game design. One
obvious choice was to make the brigade the basic maneuver element. In many popular rules,
each brigade has lots of little stands to move around, allowing players to change formations
and subtract casualties without using tokens or counters. This is a nice concept, but Altar of
Freedom doesn't have time for it. We use a single rectangular base to represent the entire
brigade without formation changes. This is just one of many compromises.

COMMAND-and-CONTROL
There was one--and only one--sacrifice I could not make to speed play. For a grand tactical
game, a strong command-and-control system is non-negotiable. Reading the historical
accounts and memoirs, you appreciate the principal challenge for any army commander was
the constant struggle to coordinate his corps and divisions. Altar of Freedom uses a secret
bidding system to create a sense of command-and-control tension.
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COMMAND-and-CONTROL (cont...)
Altar of Freedom's unique Priority Point bidding system was designed in response to my own
disappointment with the usual war gaming command-and-control systems. Traditional
mechanics typically to fall into three camps: I-GO-U-GO, card-driven, and dice rolling.
In the I-GO-U-GO systems, players alternate moving whatever units they want, usually with
few limitations. For this era of warfare, such unfettered control over all elements of your army
is...fanciful, to say the least. In card-based systems, players often draw cards to see which
units can move or under what circumstances. I find this especially unrewarding as a game
player. I play war games to craft my own strategic choices, not to draw cards to see what my
limited choices are for that turn.
Most games fall into the third camp, where players roll dice to control units. You may have to
roll against the "command value" of a general, or maybe roll on a maneuver chart to see if
you're "allowed" to move each unit. Such systems emphasize probabilities, but is that really the
best way to represent the agonizing decisions and stress of high-level command? Rolling a die
and simply hoping for a good outcome removes the tension and pressure you should face.
And so Altar of Freedom does it differently. You are limited in your ability to coordinate all your
divisions with ease, but the ultimate choices are yours alone. This is a game where you'll have
to do your own staff work--cards and dice aren't going to make the hard choices for you.
Some of you reading this will undoubtedly be proponents of one of the three traditional
mechanics. And you're probably eager to tell me how I misrepresented your favorite commandand-control system. "The cards/dice represent chaos and uncertainty!" you'll say. But chaos
and "friction" (as von Moltke coined it) did not prevent Civil War army commanders from
formulating plans. The chaos we need to simulate is what happened next--what unintended
consequences resulted from a general's best-laid plans? This is why Altar of Freedom uses
secret Priority Point bidding to force the stressful decisions on your shoulders, while still
allowing you to develop a strategic plan and act on it. But will it work? Will there be enough
time? That's where we start to introduce an element of chance.

VARIABLE LENGTH TURNS
I still remember the first time I played a tabletop game with variable turn lengths--Sam
Mustafa's Grande Armee. It was an eye-opening revelation. This provides an ideal opportunity
to introduce an element of unpredictability into a war game. "Turns" are a regrettable construct
of game design, but randomizing the length of a turn prevents players from getting too
comfortable. Altar of Freedom puts a twist on the variable turn length by giving players a
limited ability to manipulate the Turn Clock, reflecting the critical importance of controlling
initiative and dictating the pace of battle. Prepare to make some interesting decisions here.

COMBAT MECHANICS

Of the many sacrifices Altar of Freedom makes for the sake of speed and simplicity, combat
mechanics are the most obvious. Brigades simply match up against each other and add a
handful of combat modifiers. I have a strong aversion to rules with massive lists of potential
modifiers. I once saw a Civil War rule system with 29 possible shooting and combat modifiers!
Instead of removing figure casualties, Altar of Freedom uses the concept of "fatigue" to penalize
units for repeated combat. This is similar to marking casualties, except that fatigue can be
recovered if you withdraw your men to rest and refit. I find this system to be much more
reflective of the decisions a high-level commander had to make during battle: Do you press
your advantage with weary troops, or lose valuable time by pulling back to regroup?
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COLORFUL GENERALS
I've often heard war gamers make the following comment in passing: "I'm not interested in
playing the American Civil War because the units are all the same. How boring." There is a
kernel of truth here. If you want colorful unit types or clashing tactical doctrines, the
Napoleonic Wars might be your style. What makes the American Civil War so fascinating isn't
necessarily the troops, uniforms, or linear tactics--it's the colorful characters. Officers who
once led regiments, or worked as school teachers or ministers, suddenly found themselves
commanding divisions or corps. Altar of Freedom is designed to allow these famous characters
to play a direct role in the battle with unique personality traits.

HISTORICAL SOURCES
Many sources informed these rules. My sense of what a Civil War battle "felt" like for an army
or corps commander is based on my reading of memoirs and journals. Most notable among
these would be U.S. Grant's Personal Memoirs. As you can probably tell from all the quotations
littered throughout the rules, I'm also intensely interested in European attitudes toward the
American Civil War. Many Europeans--both military and civilian--came to observe the conflict,
and their observations were often insightful (and comical).
I also referred to innumerable secondary sources, but the most influential was Paddy Griffith's
Battle Tactics of the Civil War. Honorable mention to Thomas Buell's comparative study of
generalship, The Warrior Generals. When designing individual scenarios, my research always
begins at a local university library, which holds the 128-volume Official Records of the War of
the Rebellion. If you ever find yourself designing Civil War scenarios, the ORs are your first and
last stop. Other secondary sources are...well...purely secondary in every sense.
Happy gaming.

P.S. -- Don't forget to visit our online headquarters at www.6mmACW.com for free scenarios, after
action reports, terrain tutorials, videos, and our FAQ page.
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APPENDIX III:

Scale Conversions

Altar of Freedom was designed specifically for 6mm miniatures, and it plays best in that scale.
However, the rules can be adapted to 10mm or 15mm figures with a few simple adjustments.

10mm SCALE CONVERSION
Basing Conversion
I have found that most 10mm miniatures are based for Fire & Fury, or in a similar fashion. In
this case, see the 15mm section below for basing advice. If your miniatures are based in some
other fashion, just create brigade-level movement trays that are roughly rectangular for
infantry and cavalry, and square for artillery and generals. The exact sizes are not important,
so long as the two armies are based in the same method, but try to get close to the pg. 2 sizes.
Range Conversion
In my opinion, keeping all measurements the same works perfectly well for game play. This is
especially true if you're using GHQ's range of 10mm figures, since they are "true" 10mm and
reasonably small. If you are using larger 10mm figures (some manufacturers are closer to
13mm+), you may feel the need to use the 15mm conversion multiplier (see below).

15mm SCALE CONVERSION
Basing Conversion
I own a large number of 15mm figures based for Fire & Fury, and this basing makes them
easily adaptable to Altar of Freedom. First, you will need to cut out some cardboard basing
trays, which will represent brigade-level formations. Infantry and cavalry should be based on a
3" wide by 1.5" deep movement tray. Artillery and generals will be mounted on 1.5" squares.
Six stands of infantry or three stands of cavalry for Fire & Fury will fit on a single brigade tray
in Altar of Freedom. Use a single stand of artillery and a single general on each 1.5" square
base. HQ elements could be mounted on either base size, at the preference of the players.
Range Conversion
Multiply all ranges by 1.5 in Altar of Freedom when using 15mm miniatures. Standard infantry
movement of 8", for example, would now become 12". This scale multiplier will also require you
to increase the battlefield table sizes when playing a scenario written for 6mm scale.

Basing Example: 15mm figures rebased on cardboard movement trays.
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APPENDIX IV:

Optional Rules

To enhance your games, consider some of the advanced rules below, or try experimenting with
your own concepts, like written communication between players.

Dynamic Terrain
Units moving through rough ground typically suffer a -4" penalty, but replace that fixed
number with a variable [D6"]. Any time a brigade enters rough ground (ex: woods), roll a D6 for
that unit and this will be the penalty. Each unit should roll separately, at the time they
encounter the terrain. This is my favorite optional rule, though it does slow down the game.

Concealed Movement Markers
To simulate fog of war without the necessity for a GM or double blind set up, players should
create tabletop markers to represent each division. My own markers are little flag bases,
labeled with letters to help identify them during the game. Each army fields one marker per
division, plus one "dummy" marker per 4 divisions in their OOB. Confederates should round
up when dividing, and Federals should round down (ex: A Confederate army of 7 divisions may
field 2 dummy markers, for a total of 9 markers).
Players must secretly assign their dummy divisions to a corps of their army, because moving a
dummy marker in the game will cost Priority Points, just like moving a normal division.
Division markers are moved on the tabletop so long as they remain outside 10" of an enemy
unit or marker. Once within 10" of the enemy, the marker is removed and the actual brigades
are placed on the table. One of the brigades must be located exactly where the marker had
been, and other brigades must be within base contact, with none closer than 10" to the enemy.
Players may always voluntarily reveal one of their own markers at any time. Dummy markers
are simply removed from play when revealed. A revealed dummy marker may be "replaced" by
the army commander only if reinforcements arrive to the battle in a later turn. Whenever
reinforcements do appear, the general may freely recycle lost dummy markers. If recycling, you
can never have more dummy markers on the table than your original allotment.

Exceptional Divisions
Some divisions were considered exceptional in combat, usually because they contained veteran
troops under an outstanding division commander. To represent this in the game, players may
elect to nominate 1-3 divisions in their OOB as "exceptional." This should be done with
historical accuracy in each scenario (ex: Hood at Gettysburg). In a small scenario, each army
may nominate one division; in a medium scenario, two; in a large scenario, up to three.
Exceptional divisions are marked on your OOB with 1 permanent Priority Point. This means
that an exceptional division always has an automatic rating of at least 1, which is not an
overpowering advantage, but does offer a distinct advantage during the battle. Do not subtract
points from your generals to adjust for this additional point--leave the general ratings alone.

Alternative Artillery Basing

Depending on the scenario, artillery in Altar of Freedom can represent anywhere from 8 to 28
guns [2-6 batteries]. It may strike some players as unrealistic that a 1.25" square base
represents so many batteries. Based on field manuals, the required frontage for just a single
battery was nearly 100 yards, though in practice, guns were rarely spaced so far apart. Ground
scale Fascists can base artillery on 2.25" square bases (the same frontage as an infantry
brigade, and double the depth) to get a more accurate visual representation of how much space
5-6 batteries of artillery might require in the field.
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APPENDIX V: Army Builder
So despite my pleading and insistence on the use of historical scenarios only, you really want
to play a random pick-up game. And worse yet, you want a points system to make the battle
"fair," even though no battle in human history--much less the Civil War--was ever "balanced."
Aren't you more interested in testing your generalship against the real-life challenges of your
famous historical counter-parts? Do you really want to just play a meaningless, random battle?
Fine. By now you've no doubt realized that I am not sympathetic to your sentiment. Nonhistorical pick-up games make a lot of sense for skirmish-level systems, but make no sense to
me at a grand tactical scope...But enough of my howling. Much as it pains me to admit, Altar of
Freedom is readily adaptable to a creative points system. Do what you will.

1
2

Select an Army Size
Players should begin by agreeing to what size battle they want to fight: Small, Medium,
or Large. This will likely be based on the number of available miniatures you own and
how long you want the battle to last. If you're short on time, I'd suggest Small armies. If
you have 4 hours to spare, try Medium. For a longer affair--Large armies.

Organize your Totally not Historical Army
After selecting an agreeable army size, the opposing players should begin organizing
their armies within the following minimum--maximum allowances. The rules are
designed to allow wide flexibility in how players want to organize their commands.

# of DIVISIONS
Army General
Corps Generals
Infantry Brigades
Artillery Brigades
Cavalry Brigades

3
4

SMALL ARMY
3--6
1
0--2
9--18
1--6
0--3

MEDIUM ARMY
4--9
1
1--3
12--27
2--9
1--6

LARGE ARMY
6--15
1
2--5
18--45
5--15
3--9

Spend those Pesky Points
You wanted a points system, so guess what? Those units in the table above cost points!
One infantry brigade costs 1 point. One artillery or cavalry brigade costs 2 points.
Army generals are free, but each corps general costs 3 points. Small armies can spend
up to 30 points, Medium can spend 50, and Large 80. Points that are not spent to
purchase units can later be spent to upgrade brigade Strength Modifiers.

Divisions and Priority Points

The number of divisions you select is purely a strategic choice on your part--there is no
point cost to having more or less divisions. A division must include at least 2 brigades
and no more than 7. The number of divisions you select for your OOB will determine
the number of Priority Points your generals receive. Multiply the overall number of
divisions by three [x3] and this is your Priority Point Pool. Roll a D6 for each general in your
army and add these results to your total Pool. Now assign these points among your generals in
any fashion you desire, with one requirement--no general can be rated below 2 Priority.
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5
6

Customizing the Generals
Every general should have 1--3 Personality Traits. These traits cost nothing, so you're
free to take however many you like. But don't get too excited--there's an element of
random chance here. Before the battle, the opposing players should refer to Appendix I
and mutually agree on 20 possible traits for their battle. Number them from 1--20, and
then roll a D20 to generate random traits for your generals.

Strength Modifiers
You're almost ready to fight a meaningless, fictional pick-up battle. The last step is to
assign every brigade a -3 to +3 Strength Modifier. All of your brigades (infantry,
cavalry, and artillery), must total 0 when added together. Players can select any
mixture of strength modifiers they desire when building their armies. Just make sure
the total result adds to 0. Any artillery must always be rated 0, no exceptions.

If you did not spend all of your army points purchasing units, you can spend some of those
points to upgrade your roster strength. Every unspent point allows you to increase your total
Strength Modifier summation by +1. For example, if you have 4 leftover points not spent to
purchase units, the addition of all your brigade Strength Modifiers can be "4" instead of "0".

7

Fight!

Once both armies are built, players should set up a suitable battlefield. Try to give
yourself enough room for maneuver, so the bigger the tabletop the better. If possible,
place a screen in the middle of the table so that both armies can deploy
simultaneously, without seeing the opposition. You will also need to agree upon a
Break Point for your armies--I suggest "Steady," which is 30% of the brigade total, not counting
generals or their HQs.

"Why don't those

people want to fight

"They can't handle

real, historical

the challenge, sir."

battles? What's the

"I sure am glad we didn't
have a points system at
the Wilderness. Damn."

fun in a fair fight?"
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Starter Scenarios
Four scenarios are included with the main Altar of
Freedom rule book. This is just a small sampling of
the 40+ scenarios we have available, covering every
major engagement of the entire war.

Altar of Freedom scenarios are categorized by size:
small, medium, and large. Scenario sizes are based
on the number of divisions required in the historical
OOBs. For these starter scenarios, we've selected
two eastern battles and two western battles, from
the period 1862--1864.

Starter Scenario List
Shiloh

April 6, 1862

Albert Sydney Johnston maneuvers 45,000
Confederates to surprise Grant along the
wooded banks of the Tennessee River.

Antietam

September 17, 1862

With his back to the Potomac, Robert E. Lee
faces long odds against McClellan's attack. This
will be the bloodiest day in American history.

Champion Hill

May 16, 1863

Twenty miles east of Vicksburg, Grant and
Pemberton stumble into each other with over
50,000 men in the tangled Mississippi woods.

Cedar Creek

October 19, 1864

Desperate to turn the tide in the Valley, Early
launches an all-or-nothing surprise attack
against Sheridan's army at Cedar Creek.
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The

Battle of SHILOH
An

ALTAR of FREEDOM
Scenario
VOL. II--No.3

SUNDAY, APRIL 6, 1862

PRICE ONE DOLLAR

PITTSBURG LANDING ATTACKED!
"Tonight we will water our horses
in the Tennessee River!"
--General Albert Sydney Johnston

BACKGROUND
Following the disaster at Forts Henry and
Donelson, Confederate forces retreated into
Mississippi to regroup. Eventually, General
Albert Sydney Johnston concentrated a
formidable army of over 50,000 Confederate
troops near Corinth.
In late March, Johnston learned that two Union
armies, one under Ulysses S. Grant and another
under Don Carlos Buell, were attempting to
join forces along the Tennessee River, just 20
miles from his own position.
Determined to seize the initiative, Johnston
marched the bulk of his army north to surprise
Grant before Buell could arrive. The
Confederate advance was noisy and
cumbersome, but remarkably, their element of
surprise was not lost. Far from it.
In truth, Grant's divisions were haphazardly
encamped along the river, with little attention
paid to Johnston. General Grant himself was
ten miles downriver on April 6, blissfully
unaware that his enemy was already deploying
for battle in the predawn hours. The table was
set for what would become the bloodiest battle
yet seen in the Civil War.

SCENARIO SIZE
Shiloh is a small scenario for 2-3 players.
GAME LENGTH
7:00am until 6:00pm (11 TURNS), or until one
army quits the field. Players should use a D12
turn clock.
UNION VICTORY OBJECTIVES
Break the enemy army, or remain in sole
control of Pittsburg Landing. The Union army
is steady with a breakpoint of 7.
CONFEDERATE VICTORY OBJECTIVES
Break the enemy army or take sole control of
Pittsburg Landing. The Confederate army is
determined with a breakpoint of 8.

SOURCE MATERIAL
--Ulysses S. Grant, Personal Memoirs (1886)
--Wiley Sword, Shiloh: Bloody April (1974)
--Larry J Daniel, Shiloh: The Battle That Changed
the Civil War (1997)
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SPECIAL RULES
(1) Surprise Attack! To help simulate the
effectiveness of Beauregard's surprise dawn
attack, the Union player must bid 0 for his
division Priority Ratings on the first turn.
(2) Grant expected Lew Wallace's division to
arrive much earlier in the day, but Wallace
became lost in the woods and did not arrive
until dusk. Starting at the end of the 2:00pm
turn, the Union player may roll a D6 to see if
Wallace arrives. On a roll of "6" he appears at
the end of the turn (see Reinforcement
Schedule). This roll may be attempted at the
end of each turn thereafter.
(3) Two side-wheel gun boats, the USS
Lexington and Tyler, provided naval gun
support to Grant's army. To represent this
presence, the Union player fields one gunboat
model. The boat can be maneuvered once per
turn, at any time, without priority points. The
boat moves 4" and may fire as standard
artillery, except line of sight is not required.
Historically, the naval fire was lobbed
indirectly, causing more than a bit of
consternation among the wary Confederates.
(4) Brigades are not allowed to construct field
works as normally allowed in the standard
Altar of Freedom rules. No field works.
TERRAIN NOTES
All woods and streams are considered rough
going. Owl Creek and Lick Creek may only be
crossed at the bridges. Defending the "sunken
road" offers a +1 in close combat. Farmsteads
and buildings have no terrain effect.
ORDER OF BATTLE NOTES
Grant did not arrive by steamer until after
8:30am, which means that for the first turn, the
Union player will not be able to issue any
priority points! This considerable disadvantage
reflects the impact of the rebel surprise attack.
The Federal OOB includes "unattached
brigades." Unattached brigades may be formally
assigned to a division during deployment or left
unattached. If unattached, they can only be
maneuvered by spending individual Priority
Points at the end of each turn.
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ORDER OF BATTLE NOTES (...cont.)
Average brigade strength was 2100 men.
Artillery for both armies has been converged
into brigade-level batteries of 12-18 guns.
DEPLOYMENT NOTES
Altar of Freedom scenarios allow for wide
latitudes in deployment, instead of forcing
players to match the exact deployment of their
historical counterparts. If you want to replicate
the precise historical deployment, refer to any
of the listed sources or search online. Such
information is widely available.
UNION DEPLOYMENT
The Union player deploys first, with divisions
able to deploy in grid sectors A-D 1-3. One
division must begin the game deployed at
Pittsburg Landing (D1). Also, to reflect the
haphazard and unsuspecting disposition of
Grant's army, only one division may be
deployed in a grid sector. This forces the Union
player to spread out somewhat.

REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE
Note: Reinforcements arrive at the end of the
specified turn and do not require Priority
Points to maneuver onto the table edge.
7:00am: GRANT appears at Pittsburg Landing
3:00pm--onward: Lew Wallace's Division from
sector C1 (See Special Rule #1)

CONFEDERATE DEPLOYMENT
The Confederates deploy second, anywhere in
grid sectors A-C4.

REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE
Note: Reinforcements arrive at the end of the
specified turn and do not require Priority
Points to maneuver onto the table edge.
7:00am: BRECKINRIDGE and his division
from A4
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BATTLEFIELD MAP
Shiloh should be played on a 4' x 4' table, where 1" = 175 yards.

A

B

C

D

1

2

3

4
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FEDERAL ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of the Tennessee

[unattached]
Wood

-2

Markgraf (art.) +0

McClernand's
Division
Hare
Marsh
Raith

+1
-1
+0

W.H.L. Wallace's
Division
Tuttle
McArthur
Sweeny

+0
+1
+3

McAllister (art.) +0

Cavender (art.) +0

Hurlbut's
Division

Sherman's
Division

Williams
Veatch
Lauman

+1
+2
-1

Mann (art.)

+0

Lew Wallace's
Division
Smith
Theyer
Whittlesey

+0
+1
+2

Brown (art.)

+0

Prentiss's
Division

McDowell
Stuart
Hildebrand
Buckland

+0
-2
+0
+1

Taylor (art.)

+0

Peabody
Miller
Reid

+2
+2
-3

Ingersoll (cav.) -3
Taylor (art.)
+0

Independent
Naval Assets
USS Tyler

+0

*See Special Rule #2
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CONFEDERATE ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of the Mississippi

FIRST CORPS
Clark's
Division
Russell
Stewart

Cheatham's
Division
+2
+1

Bankhead (art.) +0

Johnson
Stephens

+0
-1

Polk (art.)

+0

SECOND CORPS
Ruggles'
Division

Withers'
Division

Gibson
Anderson
Pond

+1
-1
+2

Gladden
Chalmers
Jackson

+0
+1
+0

Hollings. (art.)

+0

Robertson (art.) +0

THIRD CORPS
Hardee's
Division
Hindman
Cleburne
Wood

+0
-1
+0

Shoup (art.)

+0
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CONFEDERATE ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of the Mississippi
[...continued...]

RESERVE CORPS
Breckinridge's
Division
Trabue
Bowen
Statham

+1
-1
+0

Forrest (cav.) -2
Wharton (cav.) -3
Byrne (art.)
+0
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SCENARIO BASE LABELS
GRANT
Army General

ARMY HQ
Grant

fold here

fold here

HARE
[+1] MARSH
[+0]
[-1] RAITH
McClernand's Div.
McClernand's Div.
McClernand's Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here

ARTILLERY [+0] TUTTLE
[+0] McARTHUR [+1] SWEENY
[+3] ARTILLERY [+0]
McClernand's Div.
W. Wallace's Div.
W. Wallace's Div.
W. Wallace's Div.
W. Wallace's Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

SMITH
[+0] THEYER
[+1] WHITTLESEY [+2] ARTILLERY [+0] WILLIAMS
L. Wallace's Div.
L. Wallace's Div.
L. Wallace's Div.
L. Wallace's Div.
Hurlbut's Div.

fold here

fold here
[+2]

VEATCH
Hurlbut's Div.

fold here

LAUMAN
Hurlbut's Div.

fold here
[-3]

INGERSOLL
Prentiss's Div.

fold here

ARTILLERY
Hurlbut's Div.

fold here
[+0]

fold here
[+1]

fold here

fold here
USS TYLER

[-1]

fold here

HILDEBRAND [+0] BUCKLAND
Sherman's Div.
Sherman's Div.

REID
Prentiss's Div.

fold here

ARTILLERY
Sherman's Div.

ARTILLERY
Prentiss's Div.

fold here

fold here
[+1]
[+0]

fold here
[+0]

fold here
[-3]

McDOWELL
Sherman's Div.

PEABODY
Prentiss's Div.

WOOD

fold here

STUART
Sherman's Div.

[-2]

fold here
[+2]

fold here
[+0]

[+1]

MILLER
Prentiss's Div.

[+2]

fold here
[-2]

ARTILLERY

[+0]

fold here

[+0]

fold here
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SCENARIO BASE LABELS
JOHNSTON
Army General

ARMY HQ
Johnston

POLK
I Corps General

I CORPS HQ
Polk

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

STEWART
Clark's Div.

[+1]

ARTILLERY
Clark's Div.

[+0]

fold here

fold here

BRAGG
II Corps General

II CORPS HQ
Bragg

fold here

fold here

ARTILLERY
Ruggles' Div.

[+0]

GLADDEN
Withers' Div.

GIBSON
Ruggles' Div.

[+1]

fold here
CHALMERS
Wither's Div.

[+1]

HARDEE
III Corps General

III CORPS HQ
Hardee

fold here

fold here

fold here

BRECKINRIDGE
Reserve Corps Gen.

RESERVE HQ
Breckinridge

fold here

fold here

fold here
STATHAM

[+0]

Breckinridge's Div.

fold here

ARTILLERY

fold here

[+0]

Breckinridge's Div.

fold here

HINDMAN
Hardee's Div.

WHARTON

[-1]

JACKSON
Withers' Div.

[+0]

CLEBURNE
Hardee's Div.

[+1]
[+0]

[-1]

[+1]

Breckinridge's Div.

FORREST

ARTILLERY
Withers' Div.

[+0]

WOOD
Hardee's Div.

[+0]

fold here

fold here
[-3]

[+0]

fold here

fold here
TRABUE

POND
Ruggles' Div.

fold here

fold here

Breckinridge's Div.

fold here

ANDERSON
Ruggles' Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here

[+0]

fold here

fold here

fold here

ARTILLERY
Hardee's Div.

[+2]

JOHNSON
[+0] STEPHENS [-1] ARTILLERY [+0]
Cheatham's Div.
Cheatham's Div.
Cheatham's Div.

fold here

[+0]

RUSSELL
Clark's Div.

BOWEN

[-1]

Breckinridge's Div.

fold here
[-2]

Breckinridge's Div.

fold here

fold here
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The

Battle of Antietam
Creek
An

ALTAR of FREEDOM
Scenario

VOL. I--No.7

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1862

PRICE ONE DOLLAR

Little Mac Defends Maryland!
"We were already badly whipped and
were only holding our ground by
sheer force of desperation."
--General James Longstreet

BACKGROUND
Following his decisive victory at Second
Manassas, General Robert E. Lee persuaded the
leadership in Richmond to approve a bold
invasion of Maryland. Lee believed a victory on
"northern" soil might bring a variety of benefits,
including foreign recognition, Maryland
volunteers, and relieving pressure on the
Virginia front. Believing his opponents would
be slow to react, Lee divided his army to bag a
large Federal garrison at Harper's Ferry, while
also pressing into Maryland.
But for once, his enemies responded faster than
expected. Lincoln consolidated all Federal
troops under McClellan's command, and a
famous stroke of luck helped "Little Mac" find
a discarded copy of Lee's strategic battle plans.
McClellan marched 75,000 men north to
Hagerstown, Maryland. On September 14
elements of both armies fought for control of
the South Mountain passes, ending in a Union
victory which allowed McClellan to pursue
Lee's divided army.
Instead of retreating, Lee opted to make his
stand along the meandering Antietam Creek.
McClellan hesitated just long enough--some 48
hours--to allow the rebels the time they needed
to re-concentrate. The stage was now set.
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SCENARIO SIZE
Antietam is a large scenario for 4-8 players.

GAME LENGTH
6:00am until 6:00pm (12 TURNS), or until one
army quits the field. Players should use a D16
turn clock.

UNION VICTORY OBJECTIVES
Break the enemy army. The Union army is
steady with a breakpoint of 16.

CONFEDERATE VICTORY OBJECTIVES
Survive the enemy attack and prevent Federal
victory. The Confederate army is steady with a
breakpoint of 13.

SOURCE MATERIAL
--Stephen Sears, Landscape Turned Red (1983)
--James McPherson, Crossroads of Freedom (2002)
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SPECIAL RULES
(1) Brigades are not allowed to construct field
works as normally allowed in the standard
Altar of Freedom rules. No field works.
TERRAIN NOTES
All woods and streams are considered rough
going. Antietam Creek may only be crossed at
marked fords and bridges. Defending the
"sunken lane" or a bridge/ford offers a +1 in
close combat.
The town of Sharpsburg offers a +1 cover
bonus, but does not count as rough ground for
movement. Other farmsteads have no terrain
effect--they are strictly for historical reference.

DEPLOYMENT NOTES
Altar of Freedom scenarios typically allow for
wide latitudes in deployment, instead of forcing
players to match the exact deployment of their
historical counterparts. If you want to replicate
the precise historical deployment, refer to any
of the listed sources or search online. Such
information is widely available.
The both army OOBs include "unattached
brigades." Unattached brigades may be formally
assigned to any division during deployment or
left unattached. If unattached, they can only be
maneuvered by spending individual Priority
Points at the end of each turn.

ORDER OF BATTLE NOTES
Both army commanders have reserve divisions
under their direct control. These divisions are
not "unattached" units, but will act as normal
divisions, maneuvered by the Priority Points of
their army general.

UNION DEPLOYMENT
The Union player deploys first, with all forces
beginning on table, able to deploy in grid
sectors D1-6 and B-C1

Two Union divisions were not present for the
battle and did not arrive until too late-Humphreys (V Corps) and Couch (VI Corps).

None.

A command reshuffling on the eve of battle
left the Army of the Potomac with several
awkward arrangements. Most notable was
Ambrose Burnside, who was demoted from
wing commander to the nominal general of the
IX Corps, which already had another corps
commander, General Cox. Confused yet? So was
everyone in the IX Corps. For this scenario,
Burnside is considered the corps commander
and Cox's auxiliary role is ignored.

CONFEDERATE DEPLOYMENT

Average brigade strength was 1,100 men.
Artillery brigades represent a concentration of
8-24 guns.

REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE

The Confederate player deploys second,
anywhere in grid sectors A2-5 and B3-6.

REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE
Note: Reinforcements arrive at the end of the
specified turn and do not require Priority
Points to maneuver onto the table edge.
6:00am: McLaws' Division from grid sector A5
7:00am: R.H. Anderson's Division from A5
3:00pm: A.P. Hill's Division from A5
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BATTLEFIELD MAP
Antietam should be played on a 6' x 4' table, where 1" = 150+ yards.

A

B

C

D

1

2

3

4

5

6
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FEDERAL ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of the Potomac
Pleasonton's
Division
Whiting (cav.)

-3

Rush (cav.)

-2

Farnsworth (cav.) +0
McReynolds (cav.) -2

Davis (cav.)

-2

Tidball (art.)

+0

I CORPS
Doubleday's
Division

Ricketts'
Division

Phelps
Hofman
Patrick
Gibbon

-2
-1
-1
+0

Monroe (art.)

+0

Duryea
Christian
Hartsuff

Meade's
Division
+0
-2
+1

Matthews (art.) +0

Seymour
Magilton
Anderson

+0
-1
-2

Simpson (art.)

+0

II CORPS
Richardson's
Division

Sedgwick's
Division

French's
Division

Caldwell
Meagher
Brooke

+1
+1
+0

Gorman
Howard
Dana

+2
+2
+2

Pettit (art.)

+0

Tompkins (art.) +0

Kimball
Morris
Andrews

+2
+1
+2

Hazard (art.)

+0

V CORPS
Morell's
Division

Sykes'
Division

[unattached]
Hays (art.)

Barnes
Griffin
Stockton

+1
+3
+2

Buchanan
Lovell
Warren

+2
+0
+0

Martin (art.)

+0

Weed (art.)

+0

+0
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FEDERAL ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of the Potomac
[continued...]
VI CORPS
Slocum's
Division

"Baldy" Smith's
Division

Torbert
Bartlett
Newton

+2
+1
+2

Hancock
Brooks
Irwin

+3
+2
+1

Upton (art.)

+0

Ayres (art.)

+0

IX CORPS
Willcox's
Division

Sturgis'
Division

Christ
Welsh

+1
+1

Nagle
Ferrero

+1
+2

Cook (art.)

+0

Durell (art.)

+0

Rodman's
Division
Fairchild
Harland

Scammon's
Division
-1
+2

Ewing
Crook

-1
+2

Edwards (art.) +0

XII CORPS
Williams'
Division
Crawford
Gordon

Greene's
Division
+3
+2

Tyndale
Stainrock
Goodrich

[unattached]

+0
-2
-1

Best (art.)

+0
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CONFEDERATE ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of Northern Virginia

Stuart's
Division

[unattached]

Hampton
F. Lee
Munford

+0
+1
-1

Pelham (art.)

+0

Cutts (art.)
Jones (art.)

+0
+0

LONGSTREET'S CORPS
R.H. Anderson's
Division
Armistead
Wright
Cummings
Pryor
Posey

-2
-1
-1
-1
-1

Grimes (art.)

+0

J.G. Walker's
Division
Ransom
Manning

D.R. Jones'
Division
Kemper
Garnett
Toombs
Drayton
J.A. Walker
G.T. Anderson

McLaws'
Division
-2
-1
-2
-2
-1
-1

Hood's
Division
+2
+3

Semmes
Kershaw
Barksdale
Sanders

-1
-1
-1
-3

Cabell (art.)

+0

[unattached]

Law
Wofford

-1
+0

Frobel (art.)

+0

Evans

+1

Walton (art.)
Lee (art.)

+0
+0

JACKSON'S CORPS
Lawton's
Division
Early
Hays
Douglass
JA Walker

D.H. Hill's
Division
+1
-2
+1
-1

Courtney (art.) +0

A.P. Hill's
"Light" Division

Rodes
GB Anderson
McRay
Colquitt
Ripley

+0
+1
-1
+1
+1

Gregg
Branch
Brockenbrough
Archer
Pender

+0
-1
-2
-3
-1

Pierson (art.)

+0

Walker (art.)

+0

J.R. Jones'
Division
Starke
Grigsby

+0
-2

Shumaker (art.) +0
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SCENARIO BASE LABELS
McCLELLAN
Army General

ARMY HQ
McClellan

fold here

fold here

WHITING
[-3] FARNSWORTH [+0] RUSH
[-2]
Pleasonton's Div.
Pleasonton's Div.
Pleasonton's Div.

fold here

McREYNOLDS [-2] DAVIS
[-2] ARTILLERY [+0]
Pleasonton's Div.
Pleasonton's Div.
Pleasonton's Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

HOOKER
I Corps General

I CORPS HQ
Hooker

fold here

fold here

PHELPS
[+0] ARTILLERY [+0]
[-2] HOFMAN
[-1] PATRICK
[-1] GIBBON
Doubleday's Div.
Doubleday's Div.
Doubledays' Div.
Doubleday's Div.
Doubleday's Div.

fold here
DURYEA
Ricketts' Div.

fold here
[+0]

fold here
MAGILTON
Meade's Div.

CHRISTIAN
Ricketts' Div.

fold here
[-2]

fold here
[-1]

fold here

ANDERSON
Meade's Div.

HARTSUFF
Ricketts' Div.

fold here
[+1]

fold here
[-2]

fold here

ARTILLERY
Meade's Div.

[+0]

fold here

ARTILLERY
Ricketts' Div.

fold here
[+1]
[+0]

SEYMOUR
Meade's Div.

fold here

fold here

SUMNER
II Corps General

II CORPS HQ
Sumner

fold here

fold here

CALDWELL
[+1] MEAGHER [+1] BROOKE
[+0] ARTILLERY [+0] GORMAN
Richardson's Div.
Richardson's Div.
Richardson's Div.
Richardson's Div.
Sedgwick's Div.

fold here
HOWARD
Sedgwick's Div.

fold here
[+2]

fold here
ANDREWS
French's Div.

[+2]

fold here

ARTILLERY
French's Div.

[+0]

fold here
[+3]

fold here
WARREN
Sykes' Div.

[+2]

fold here

fold here
GRIFFIN
Morell's Div.

DANA
Sedgwick's Div.

fold here

STOCKTON
Morell's Div.

[+2]

fold here
[+0]

ARTILLERY
Sykes' Div.

fold here

ARTILLERY
Sedgwick's Div.

fold here
[+0]

[+2]

fold here

PORTER
V Corps General

V CORPS HQ
Porter

fold here

fold here
[+0]

fold here
[+0]

KIMBALL
French's Div.

ARTILLERY

fold here

[+0]

BUCHANAN
Sykes' Div.

[+2]

fold here

fold here

ARTILLERY
Morell's Div.

[+0]

MORRIS
French's Div.

[+1]

fold here
BARNES
Morell's Div.

[+1]

fold here
[+2]

LOVELL
Sykes' Div.

[+0]

fold here

fold here

FRANKLIN
VI Corps General

VI CORPS HQ
Franklin

fold here

fold here
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SCENARIO BASE LABELS [cont...]
TORBERT
Slocum's Div.

[+2]

fold here
BROOKS
Smith's Div.

[+2]

IRWIN
Smith's Div.

[+1]

WELSH
Willcox's Div.

[+1]

FAIRCHILD
Rodman's Div.

[+2]

ARTILLERY
Smith's Div.

[+0]

fold here
[+1]

fold here
[+0]

NEWTON
Slocum's Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here
ARTILLERY
Sturgis' Div.

[+1]

fold here

fold here
CHRIST
Willcox's Div.

BARLETT
Slocum's Div.

ARTILLERY
Willcox's Div.

[+0]

fold here
[-1]

HARLAND
Rodman's Div.

[+2]

fold here

fold here

ARTILLERY [+0]
Scammon's Div.

MANSFIELD
XII Corps General

XII CORPS HQ
Mansfield

fold here

fold here

fold here

[+0]

fold here

STAINROCK
Greene's Div.

[-2]

fold here

GOODRICH
Greene's Div.

[+0]

BURNSIDE
IX Corps General

IX CORPS HQ
Burnside

fold here

fold here

NAGLE
Sturgis' Div.

[+1]

FERRERO
Sturgis' Div.

[+2]

fold here

EWING
[+1]
[-1] CROOK
[+2]
Scammon's Div.
Scammon's Div.

CRAWFORD
Williams' Div.

fold here
[+3]

fold here

fold here

[+3]

fold here

fold here

[-1]

HANCOCK
Smith's Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here

TYNDALE
Greene's Div.

ARTILLERY
Slocum's Div.

ARTILLERY

GORDON
Williams' Div.

[+2]

fold here
[+0]

fold here

fold here

SCENARIO BASE LABELS
LEE
Army General

ARMY HQ
Lee

fold here

fold here

ARTILLERY
Stuart's Div.

[+0]

fold here
ARMISTEAD
Anderson's Div.

[-2]

fold here

WRIGHT
Anderson's Div.

[+0]

KEMPER
DR Jones' Div.

fold here

ARTILLERY

[+0]

fold here
[-1]

fold here
[+0]

[+0]

fold here

fold here

fold here
ARTILLERY
Anderson's Div.

ARTILLERY

HAMPTON
Stuart's Div.

CUMMINGS
Anderson's Div.

[-1]

fold here
[-2]

GARNETT
DR Jones' Div.

fold here

F. LEE
Stuart's Div.

[+1]

[-1]

fold here

fold here

LONGSTREET
Right Wing General

RIGHT WING HQ
Longstreet

fold here

fold here

PRYOR
Anderson's Div.

[-1]

fold here
[-1]

MUNFORD
Stuart's Div.

TOOMBS
DR Jones' Div.

fold here

POSEY
Anderson's Div.

[-1]

fold here
[+1]
[-2]

DRAYTON
DR Jones' Div.

[-2]

fold here
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SCENARIO BASE LABELS [cont...]
WALKER
DR Jones' Div.

[-1]

fold here
BARKSDALE
McLaws' Div.

[-1]

[-1]

[+0]

fold here
DOUGLASS
Lawton's Div.

[+1]

fold here
McRAY
DH Hill's Div.

[-1]

fold here

WOFFORD
Hood's Div.

[-1]

[+0]

ARTILLERY
McLaws' Div.

ARTILLERY
Hood's Div.

[+0]

[+0]

JACKSON
Left Wing General

LEFT WING HQ
Jackson

fold here

fold here
[-1]

COLQUITT
DH Hill's Div.

BROCKENBRO...

AP Hill's Div.

GRIGSBY
JR Jones' Div.

fold here

ARTILLERY
Lawton's Div.

RIPLEY
DH Hill's Div.

ARCHER
AP Hill's Div.
.

[+0]

ARTILLERY
JR Jones' Div.

fold here

EVANS

EARLY
Lawton's Div.

RODES
DH Hill's Div.

[+1]

ARTILLERY
DH Hill's Div.

[+1]

PENDER
AP Hill's Div.

MANNING
Walker's Div.

[+3]

ARTILLERY

[+0]

fold here
[+1]

HAYS
Lawton's Div.

[-2]

fold here
[+0]

ANDERSON
DH Hill's Div.

[+1]

fold here
[+0]

fold here
[-3]

[-1]

fold here

fold here

fold here
[-2]

[+2]

fold here

fold here
[-2]

RANSOM
Walker's Div.

KERSHAW
McLaws' Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here
[+1]

[-1]

fold here

fold here

WALKER
Lawton's Div.

SEMMES
McLaws' Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here
[+0]

[+0]

fold here

fold here

fold here
STARKE
JR Jones' Div.

[-3]

fold here

fold here
BRANCH
AP Hill's Div.

SANDERS
McLaws' Div.

ARTILLERY
DR Jones' Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here
ARTILLERY

[-1]

fold here

fold here
LAW
Hood's Div.

ANDERSON
DR Jones' Div.

GREGG
AP Hill's Div.

[+0]

fold here
[-1]

ARTILLERY
AP Hill's Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

[+0]

[+0]
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The Battle of Champion Hill
An

ALTAR of FREEDOM
Scenario
VOL. II--No.7

SATURDAY, MAY 16, 1863

PRICE ONE DOLLAR

Grant marches to Vicksburg!
"Champion's Hill, where Pemberton had
chosen his position to receive us,
whether taken by accident or design,
was well selected."
--General Ulysses S. Grant
BACKGROUND
In early May 1863, General Ulysses S. Grant
crossed the Mississippi River and began his
overland campaign to seize Vicksburg. His plan
was fraught with risk, since Grant's 32,000 men
would be operating between the 35,000-man
garrison at Vicksburg and a growing force of
almost 10,000 rebels assembling at Jackson.
Grant struck boldly, opting to rush his army to
Jackson before his opponents could
concentrate. Isolated at the state capital,
General Joseph E. Johnston was forced to
retreat and abandon the city on May 14. Grant
left Sherman to destroy Jackson's military
industry, humiliating the Confederacy.
While Sherman burned Jackson, General John
C. Pemberton followed Johnston's orders by
sallying forth from Vicksburg's defenses.
Johnston had originally intended to join forces
with Pemberton, but the rapid movement of
the Federals threw this plan awry.
With well-timed daring, Grant now swung his
army west to tackle Pemberton, who had only
brought two-thirds of his available force. On
the morning of May 16, Grant and Pemberton
collided over a wide, wooded area between
Baker's and Jackson Creek. A tall, clear rise
dominated the field--Champion Hill.
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SCENARIO SIZE
Champion's Hill is a small scenario for 2-3
players.
GAME LENGTH
10:00am until 6:00pm (8 TURNS), or until one
army quits the field. Players should use a D10
turn clock.
UNION VICTORY OBJECTIVES
Break the enemy army or cut off the rebel
retreat by crossing a brigade over Baker's
Creek. The Union army is steady with a
breakpoint of 6.
CONFEDERATE VICTORY OBJECTIVES
Prevent Union victory by protecting the line of
withdraw to Vicksburg. The Confederate army
is steady with a breakpoint of 4.

SOURCE MATERIAL
--Ulysses S. Grant, Personal Memoirs (1886)
--Edwin Bearss, Receding Tide (2010)
--Paul Mathless, ed, Voices of the Civil War:
Vicksburg (1997)
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SPECIAL RULES
(1) In what would later become one of the great
controversies of the battle, General McClernand
stood idle throughout the morning and early
afternoon, just two miles from the battle. He
was waiting to receive orders from Grant and
the rugged terrain delayed courier travel. Grant
would later blame McClernand for failing to
take the initiative and act. In this scenario, the
Union player should roll a D6 at the end of
each turn, beginning with second turn, to see if
McClernand arrives. On a roll of "6" he arrives.
Add a +1 for each subsequent attempt.
TERRAIN NOTES
All woods and streams are considered rough
ground. Baker's Creek was rain-swollen and
may only be crossed at the Upper Bridge--the
Lower Bridge was washed out. Farmsteads and
buildings have no terrain effect.
ORDER OF BATTLE NOTES
Blair's Second Division was technically from
Sherman's corps, but operated under
McClernand's command on May 16.
Reynolds' brigade of Stevenson's Division was
ordered to guard the wagon trains in the rear,
and left the battlefield in the mid-morning. This
scenario assumes Reynolds is available.
The Confederate OOB includes an "unattached
brigade." Unattached brigades may be formally
assigned to a division during deployment or left
unattached. If unattached, they can only be
maneuvered by spending individual Priority
Points at the end of each turn.
Average brigade strength was 1850 men.
Artillery for both armies has been converged
into brigade-level batteries of 12-24 guns.
OPTIONAL OOB BALANCE
Pemberton unwisely kept too much of his force
inside Vicksburg, leaving himself dangerously
outnumbered to face Grant in open battle. As
an optional rule, players may agree to add
Major General John Forney's division to
Pemberton's command for this scenario. This is
not historical, but offers a more balanced
scenario for players who worry about fairness.
Forney's Division appears in the reinforcement
schedule, and is noted on the Confederate OOB
an optional
J se Brutinel Sampoas
o
l (order
#8326236) addition.

DEPLOYMENT NOTES
Altar of Freedom scenarios allow for wide
latitudes in deployment, instead of forcing
players to match the exact deployment of their
historical counterparts. If you want to replicate
the precise historical deployment, refer to any
of the listed sources or search online. Such
information is widely available.

UNION DEPLOYMENT
The Union player deploys first. Generals
GRANT and McPHERSON may deploy with
Logan and Hovey's Divisions in D1-2.
Osterhaus's Division deploys in D3, and Smith's
Division deploys in grid sector D4.

REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE
Note: Reinforcements arrive at the end of the
specified turn and do not require Priority
Points to maneuver onto the table edge.
10:00am: Blair's Division from D4
11:00am--onward: General McCLERNAND
from D2-3 [See Special Rule #1]
1:00pm: Crocker's Division from the D1 road
2:00pm: Carr's Division from D3

CONFEDERATE DEPLOYMENT
The Confederates deploy second, anywhere in
grid sectors B-C 2-4. Only one division may be
deployed in a grid sector, which prevents the
Confederate player from concentrating too
much at the start.

REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE
Note: Reinforcements arrive at the end of the
specified turn and do not require Priority
Points to maneuver onto the table edge.
11:00am: Forney's Division from A2
[ONLY IF USING THE OPTIONAL OOB]
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BATTLEFIELD MAP
Champion Hill should be played on a 4' x 4' table, where 1" = 175 yards.
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FEDERAL ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of the Tennessee

XIII CORPS
Osterhaus's
Division
Garrard
Lindsey

Smith's
Division
-2
-2

Lamphere (art.) +0
Carr's
Division

Hovey's
Division

Burbridge
Landram

+0
-1

McGinnis
Slack

+2
+0

White (art.)

+0

Mitchell (art.)

+0

Blair's
Division

Benton
Lawler

+0
+1

Klauss (art.)

+0

G. Smith
T. Smith

-1
+0

XVII CORPS
Logan's
Division

Crocker's
Division

Smith
Leggett
Stevenson

+0
-1
+0

Sanborn
Holmes
Boomer

-1
+0
-2

Rogers (art.)

+0

Dillon (art.)

+0
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CONFEDERATE ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of the Mississippi

Loring's
Division

Stevenson's
Division

Tilghman
Buford
Featherston

-1
+2
+1

Cowan (art.)

+0

Barton
Lee
Cummings
Reynolds

Bowen's
Division
+1
+1
+2
-1

Cockrell
Green

+3
+2

Dawson (art.)

+0

Anderson (art.) +0

[unattached]
Adams (cav.)

-3

[OPTIONAL]
Forney's
Division
Hebert
Moore

+2
+1

Davidson (art.) +0
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SCENARIO BASE LABELS
GRANT
Army General

ARMY HQ
Grant

McCLERNAND
XIII Corps General

XIII CORPS HQ
McClernand

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

LINDSEY
Osterhaus's Div.

[-2]

fold here
McGINNIS
Hovey's Div.

fold here
[+2]

fold here
ARTILLERY
Carr's Div.

[+0]

G. SMITH
Blair's Div.

[+0]

LEGGETT
Logan's Div.

[+0]

BOOMER
Crocker's Div.

fold here

PEMBERTON
Army General

ARMY HQ
Pemberton

fold here

fold here

fold here

[+0]

Hovey's Div.

[-1]

T. SMITH
Blair's Div.

STEVENSON
Logan's Div.

[+0]

[+0]

fold here
[-2]

ARTILLERY
Crocker's Div.

TILGHMAN
Loring's Div.

BENTON
Carr's Div.

ARTILLERY
Smith's Div.

[+0]

fold here
[+0]

LAWLER
Carr's Div.

[+1]

fold here

fold here

McPHERSON
[+1]
XVII Corps General

XVII CORPS HQ
McPherson

fold here

fold here

ARTILLERY
Logan's Div.

[+0]

SANBORN
Crocker's Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

[-1]

[+0]

fold here

[-1]

fold here

fold here

BUFORD
Loring's Div.

[+2]

fold here

fold here

fold here
[+3]

GREEN
Bowen's Div.

FEATHERSTON [+1]

Loring's Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here
[+2]

fold here
HEBERT
Forney's Div.

fold here

[+0]

fold here
[-1]

[-1]

BARTON
[+1] LEE
[+1] CUMMINGS [+2] REYNOLDS [-1]
Stevenson's Div.
Stevenson's Div.
Stevenson's Div.
Stevenson's Div.

ARTILLERY [+0] COCKRELL
Stevenson's Div.
Bowen's Div.

fold here

ARTILLERY

LANDRAM
Smith's Div.

[-2]

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

ARTILLERY
Loring's Div.

[+0]

fold here

fold here
HOLMES
Crocker's Div.

SLACK
Hovey's Div.

[+0]

fold here

fold here

fold here
SMITH
Logan's Div.

ARTILLERY [+0] BURBRIDGE
Osterhaus's Div.
Smith's Div.

GERRARD
Osterhaus's Div.

fold here

ARTILLERY
Bowen's Div.

fold here
[+0]

fold here
[+2]

MOORE
Forney's Div.

fold here

ADAMS

[-3]

fold here
[+1]

ARTILLERY
Forney's Div.

[+0]

fold here
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The Battle of Cedar Creek
An

ALTAR of FREEDOM
Scenario
VOL. I--No.17

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1864

PRICE ONE DOLLAR

REBEL STAND AT SHENANDOAH!
"The Yankees got whipped and
we got scared."
--General Jubal A. Early

BACKGROUND
In 1864, Ulysses S. Grant's relentless pressure
drove Lee's Army of Northern Virginia into the
trenches of Petersburg. But one thorn remained
in Grant's side--the Shenandoah Valley. All
summer, Jubal A. Early menaced the Union
flank and rear by raiding through the
Shenandoah. In mid-July, Early even managed
to strike within sight of Washington DC.

SCENARIO SIZE
Cedar Creek is a medium scenario for 2-4
players.

This string of minor Confederate victories had
become a political liability for Lincoln's
November reelection campaign and a military
nuisance for Grant's operations against Lee. To
deal with Early once and for all, Grant
appointed the fiery Phillip Sheridan to lead
40,000 men against Early's 20,000.

UNION VICTORY OBJECTIVES
Break the enemy army. The Union army is
steady with a breakpoint of 8.

Sheridan began methodically, and by September
had defeated the Confederates in a series of
engagements. With Early's command in
shambles, Sheridan felt confident that total
victory was be near at hand.
But Jubal A. Early had one final gambit.
Reinforced by two divisions, he plotted a
daring offensive to outflank the Union
encampment along Cedar Creek. In the foggy
pre-dawn hours of October 19, Early's forces
marched through the darkness to attack....

Jose Brutinel Sampol (order #8326236)

GAME LENGTH
5:00am until 6:00pm (13 TURNS), or until one
army quits the field. Players should use a D12
turn clock.

CONFEDERATE VICTORY OBJECTIVES
Break the enemy army. The Confederate army
is weary with a breakpoint of 6.

SOURCE MATERIAL
--Gary Gallagher, ed., The Shenandoah Valley
Campaign of 1864 (2006)
--Jonathan Noyalas, The Battle of Cedar Creek:
Victory from the Jaws of Defeat (2009)
--Jeffry Wert, From Winchester to Cedar Creek
(1987)
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SPECIAL RULES
(1) Surprise Attack! To help simulate the
incredible effectiveness of the Confederate
surprise attack, the Union player may not spend
any Priority Points on the first turn.
(2) Many of Early's men were starving at the
time of the battle and paused to loot Union
camps. If a Federal HQ is captured, all
Confederate brigades within 3" are immediately
marked as "fatigued" and cannot be moved for
the remainder of the current turn.
(3) A heavy fog influenced the first few hours
of battle. For the first THREE TURNS, all line
of sight is reduced to 3". This affects shooting,
as well as the ability of generals to influence
brigades with bonuses requiring LOS.

DEPLOYMENT NOTES
Altar of Freedom scenarios typically allow for
wide latitudes in deployment, instead of forcing
players to match the exact deployment of their
historical counterparts. If you want to replicate
the precise historical deployment, refer to any
of the listed sources or search online. Such
information is widely available.
The Confederate OOB includes "unattached
brigades." Unattached brigades may be formally
assigned to any division during deployment or
left unattached. If unattached, they can only be
maneuvered by spending individual Priority
Points at the end of each turn.

TERRAIN NOTES
All woods and streams are considered rough
going. The Shenandoah and Cedar Creek may
only be crossed at marked fords and bridges.
Farmsteads and buildings have no terrain
effect--they are strictly for historical reference.

UNION DEPLOYMENT
Union deployment adheres to the historical
reality, with Federal forces spread over a broad
area, unready for the rebel attack. The Union
player deploys first, with Crook's Corps able to
deploy in grid sectors B-C5. Emory's Corps
deploys in B-D4. Wright and Torbert's Corps
may deploy in sectors A-D 1-2.

ORDER OF BATTLE NOTES
Sheridan himself was miles from the battle
when it began. Several of his brigades had been
detached for duty elsewhere in the Valley.

REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE
Note: Reinforcements arrive at the end of the
specified turn and do not require Priority
Points to maneuver onto the table edge.

Early appointed John B. Gordon to command a
column of three divisions--effectively elevating
Gordon to corps command. The enterprising
flank attack had been Gordon's idea. Early
detached much of his cavalry to cut Sheridan's
retreat from Middletown, so Lomax's division
is not present.

9:00am: SHERIDAN from grid sector C-D1

Average brigade strength was 900 men.
Artillery brigades represent a concentration of
8-12 guns.

The Confederate player deploys second,
anywhere in grid sectors A-D6. Cavalry
brigades have the option of also deploying in
grids A3-5.

CONFEDERATE DEPLOYMENT
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BATTLEFIELD MAP
Cedar Creek should be played on a 6' x 4' table, where 1" = 150+ yards.
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FEDERAL ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of the Shenandoah

VI CORPS
Wheaton's
Division
Penrose
Hamblin

Getty's
Division
+1
+1

Warner
Grant
Bidwell

Keifer's
Division
+1
+1
+1

Emerson
Ball

+1
+1

Tompkins (art.) +0

VIII CORPS
Thoburn's
Division

Hayes'
Division

Wildes
Harris

+1
+0

Duval
Coates

+0
+0

du Pont (art.)

+0

Kitching (art.)

+0

XIX CORPS
McMillan's
Division

Grover's
Division

Davis
Thomas

+2
+2

Taft (art.)

+0

Birge
Molineux
Macauley
Shunk

+2
+2
+3
+2

Bradbury (art.) +0
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FEDERAL ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of the Shenandoah
[...continued...]

CAVALRY CORPS
Merritt's
Division

Custer's
Division

Kidd (cav.)
Devin (cav.)
Lowell (cav.)

+1
+1
+0

Peirce (art.)

+0

Pennington (cav.) +1

Wells (cav.)

+1
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CONFEDERATE ORDER OF BATTLE
The Army of the Valley
Army Reserve
[unattached]
Moorman (art.) +0
Cutshaw (art.) +0
McLaughlin (art.) +0
Nelson (art,)
+0

LEFT WING
Kershaw's
Division
Conner
Moody
Wofford
Simms

Rosser's
Division

Wharton's
Division
-1
-1
+0
-1

Logan
Read
Smith

+0
-1
-1

Owen (cav.)
Payne (cav.)
Funston (cav.)

-2
-3
-2

RIGHT WING
Ramseur's
Division
Battle
Grimes
Cook
Cox

Pegram's
Division
-1
+0
-2
+0

Hoffman
Johnston
Davis

Evans'
Division
-1
-1
-1

Atkinson
Peck
Terry

-1
-1
+0
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SCENARIO BASE LABELS
SHERIDAN
Army General

ARMY HQ
Sheridan

WRIGHT
VI Corps General

VI CORPS HQ
Wright

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

HAMBLIN
Wheaton's Div.

[+1]

fold here
EMERSON
Keifer's Div.

[+0]

fold here
[+1]

fold here
HARRIS
Thoburn's Div.

ARTILLERY
Wheaton's Div.

BALL
Keifer's Div.

[+1]

fold here
[+0]

ARTILLERY
Thoburn's Div.

[+0]

fold here

fold here

EMORY
XIX Corps General

XIX CORPS HQ
Emory

fold here

fold here

BIRGE
Grover's Div.

[+2]

MOLINEUX
Grover's Div.

[+2]

TORBERT
Cav. Corps General

CAV. CORPS HQ
Torbert

fold here

fold here

fold here

PENNINGTON
Custer's Div.

fold here

[+1]

fold here

CROOK
VIII Corps General

VIII CORPS HQ
Crook

fold here

fold here

DUVAL
Hayes' Div.

[+0]

DAVIS
McMillan's Div.

MACAULEY
Grover's Div.

KIDD
Merritt's Div.

[+2]

fold here

THOMAS
McMillan's Div.

[+3]

SHUNK
Grover's Div.

[+1]
[+0]

DEVIN
Merritt's Div.

WILDES
Thoburn's Div.

[+1]

ARTILLERY
Hayes' Div.

[+0]

fold here
[+2]

ARTILLERY
McMillan's Div.

[+0]

fold here
[+2]

fold here
[+1]

[+1]

fold here

fold here

fold here
WELLS
Custer's Div.

COATES
Hayes' Div.

BIDWELL
Getty's Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here

[+1]

GRANT
Getty's Div.

[+1]

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

[+0]

[+1]

fold here

fold here

ARTILLERY
Merritt's Div.

WARNER
Getty's Div.

PENROSE
Wheaton's Div.

ARTILLERY
Grover's Div.

[+0]

fold here
[+1]

LOWELL
Merritt's Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here

fold here

[+0]

[+1]
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SCENARIO BASE LABELS
EARLY
Army General

ARMY HQ
Early

fold here

fold here

SIMMS
Kershaw's Div.

[-1]

fold here
PAYNE
Rosser's Div.

[-3]

[+0]

fold here

[-2]

COOK
Ramseur's Div.

[-1]

fold here
[-1]

fold here
ARTILLERY

[+0]

fold here

fold here
DAVIS
Pegram's Div.

FUNSTON
Rosser's Div.

ATKINSON
Evans' Div.

ARTILLERY

fold here

READ
Wharton's Div.

[-1]

[-1]

[-1]

SMITH
Wharton's Div.

[-1]

fold here

GORDON
Right Wing General

RIGHT WING HQ
Gordon

fold here

fold here

COX
Ramseur's Div.

PECK
Evans' Div.

ARTILLERY

fold here

WOFFORD
Kershaw's Div.

[+0]

HOFFMAN
Pegram's Div.

OWEN
Rosser's Div.

TERRY
Evans' Div.

BATTLE
Ramseur's Div.

[-1]

fold here
[+1]
[-1]

JOHNSTON
Pegram's Div.

[-1]

fold here
[+0]

ARTILLERY

fold here
[+0]

[-2]

fold here

fold here
[-2]

[+0]

fold here

fold here

fold here
[+0]

MOODY
Kershaw's Div.

fold here

fold here

fold here
[+0]

[-1]

fold here

fold here

fold here
GRIMES
Ramseur's Div.

LOGAN
Wharton's Div.

CONNER
Kershaw's Div.

[+0]

fold here
.

fold here

fold here
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Altar of Freedom
QUICK REFERENCE SHEET

Full Game Sequence

Movement Rates

Pre-battle
(1) Select a Scenario
(2) Assemble Army OOBs
(3) Set Up Battlefield & Deploy

Unit Type
General
Cavalry
Infantry
Artillery
HQ

Battle
(1) Bid Priority Points
Players secretly distribute Priority Points

Movement Rate
12"
12"
8"
6"
--

Rough Ground: -4"

Road Reserve: 20"

(2) Turn Clock Control

Commanders roll for the right to control
the turn clock

(3) Highest Bid Maneuvers

Division moves; defending units fire first;
maneuvering division fires second; resolve
close combats

(4) Continue to Lower Bids
Roll to subtract time from the turn clock
before continuing with lower bids

(5) End Turn?
When the turn ends: Move Generals; Free
Facing Adjustment; Spend Saved Priority
Points; Rally Broken Brigades; Recover Fatigue;
Complete Field Works; Replace Fallen Generals

(6) End Game?
Battle ends when the scenario expires or one
army reaches its defined break point

Post Battle
(1) Nighttime Procedure (if applicable)
Redeploy if desired; Replace lost HQs

Ranged Firing Table
D6
1-3
4-6
7-9
10+

Firing Outcome
"They couldn't hit an elephant at
this distance!"
No effect.
Shot whistle overhead, causing
some commotion in the ranks.
Target recoils two base depths.
A sharp volley and the line wavers!
Target recoils three base depths
and is Fatigued.
"Give them double canister, boys!"
Target brigade is BROKEN.

Cumulative Modifiers
+/- (?) Brigade strength modifier
-1 Brigade Fatigued
-1 Target in cover (or rough ground)
+2 Enfilade fire
+4 Artillery firing at 2" or less
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Close Combat Table

General Fate Table

Total
Disparity

D6

Equal
1-2

3-5

6+

Combat Outcome
A see-saw struggle!
Both units recoil one base
depth.
The line is breaking!
Losing unit recoils two base
depths and is Fatigued;
victor advances one.
"Give them the cold steel!"
Losing unit recoils three base
depths and is Fatigued;
victor advances one or two.
"Stampede to the rear!
Losing unit is BROKEN;
victor holds ground and is
Fatigued.

Cumulative Modifiers
+/- (?) Brigade strength modifier
+1 Each unengaged supporting unit
+1 Occupying cover or uphill
+2 Artillery defending
-1 Each Fatigue marker
-3 Outflanked

1-2
3
4
5
6

* ARTILLERY & CAVALRY ONLY*

D6
1
2-5
6

Fate

"Rally to me, boys!"
General may be relocated
anywhere within 4".
"Find me a new horse!"
Remove the general from play,
but he returns at the turn's end.
"I surrender my sword."
General is captured; remove him
from play.
"Bring a litter bearer!"
General is grievously wounded;
remove him from play.
"They couldn't hit an elephant.... "
General is killed in the saddle!
Remove him from play.

Rally Table
D6
0-4
5
6+

Evasion Table

Fate

Fate
Brigade disintegrates.
Remove broken unit from play.
Still wavering...
Unit remains broken and may
attempt to rally next turn.
Regrouped and ready!
Broken unit rallies at full
effectiveness within 4" of HQ.

Cumulative Modifiers
+1 General within 4" & LOS

"Look out! Here they come!"
Evasion fails; fight at -1 penalty
"Run for it boys!"
Evasion successful; recoil up to 3
base depths; attacker halts
"Never call retreat!"
Evasion fails; fight at +1 bonus
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